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Dear Sir:

In behalf of the Commission on Federal Paperwork, pursuant
to Public Law 93-556, I am submitting a report with recom
mendations concerning paperwork burdens imposed upon the
education community.

Federal involvement in education has seen a phenomenal in
crease since World War II. The resultant laws, regulations,
and guidelines,. emanating from various sources, have imposed
heavy reporting and recordkeeping requirement~ upon the edu
cation community. These requirements affect educational
agencies and institutions, public and independent, at all
levels from kindergarten to postgraduate.

In this report, we analyze these paperwork burdens and sug
gest ways in which the burdens can be reduced while providing
more efficiently the data needed for effective planning and
administration. The report contains recommendations that can,
we believe, result in net savings of more than $190 million
through specific activities to cut existing paperwork.

Respectfully\ yours
~/..... . '

~~~raa.rman ' .c.
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I.

Introduction
Our Nation holds the opportunity for learning among its primary
requirements for a free and productive society. The early colonists
had hardly settled before they initiated the first public Latin school
in 1635, the first private college in 1636, and the first school
supported by direct taxation in 1639. Cultivation and financial
support of education were continued and increased through the
years until, at the time of our Bicentennial, three often citizens in a
population of 214 million were directly involved with education.'
Approximately 59 million of these citizens were students, over 3
million were teachers, and another 300,000 were administrators or
other staff members. No other nation has gone SO far in advancing
education.

The control of education thus far has remained at the State and
local levels whether under public or private auspices. In the last
two decades, however, the Federal Government has increased its
policymaking and financial roles. It has sought, for example, to end
various kinds of discrimination and has funded special cate
gorical programs such as aid to disadvantaged and handicapped
children. During this period State and local financial support for
elementary and secondary education increased at a greater rate,
as did State support for institutions of higher education (see Fig
ure 1).

Estimated expenditures of education institutions for 1975-76
reached $75.1 billion for elementary and secondary schools and
$44.9 billion for institutions of higher education, for a total of $120
billion, a sharp increase of approximately $100 billion in the last 20
years. The Federal share of these expenditures reached a high of
11.9 percent in 1967-68 but declined to 11.1 percent in 1975-76.
The State share has increased meanwhile from 29.1 percent in
1959-60 to 34.7 percent in 1975-76 (see Figure 2).

The exact cost of Federal paperwork to educational institutions is
illusive. In fact, the most severe costs may 'not be measurable in .
dollars at all. Educators complain that' the rapid growth of
educational bureaucracies at all levels has led to an increased con
centration on the regulatory and administrative processes and the

Figures 1 and 2

Figure 1 shows expenditures
of educational institutions by source of funds.

Figure 2 illustrates expenditures
for elementary and secondary schools

and institutions of higher education.

1 U.S. Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, Annual Report of the
Commissioner of Education for Fiscal Year 1975 (Washington, D.C.: Govern-
ment Printing Office, 1976) p.199,' 1



Figure 1
Expenditures of Educational Institutions
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2 Golladay (Washington, D.C.: Government Printing Office, 1976), p. 27.



Figure 2

Expenditures of Elementary and Secondary Schools
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diversion of faculty from their primary responsibility - teaching.
One result has been the creation of an atmosphere of hostility
within the institution bringing with it very real, though intangible,
costs.

Testimony of educators also demonstrates that substantial reallo
cation of institutional resources has often resulted from the steady
and continuing imposition of intricate regulations and demands
for increasing esoteric information. What makes the problem par
ticularly acute is that these requirements are increasing precisely
at the time when institutional resources and outside funding, in
constant dollar terms, are generally on the decline.
Growth in Federal Interest
World War II marked a watershed in enactment of Federal laws and
promulgation of accompanying administrative regulations affect
ing education. In the early years of our Nation, Congress provided,
first in 1787 with the Northwest Ordinance and later in 1862 and
1890 with the Morrill Acts, land and money grants for the estab
lishment and support of education. Beyond that, until World War II,
only an occasional Federal statute on some vocational education
subject was enacted.
Then, in 1944, before the first U.S. serviceman invaded Europe, a
grateful Nation provided in advance of their return home the
promise of assistance for education to veterans in the Service
men's Readjustment Act (P.L. 78-346), better remembered as the
first GI Bill. This law, plus the greater mobility of our citizens
caused by the war and its related technologies, transformed higher
education from a promise open to only a few to a seeming entitle
ment for many. Wartime needs for technological development, re
search, and specialized training also brought the Federal Govern
ment into much closer contact with colleges and universities.

The "baby boom" following World War II had a significant effect on
education because more schools and more teachers were subse
quently required. As the world of educational opportunity
widened, Congress manifested greater interest in covering some
of the costs of programs to provide the buildinqs, staffs, and pro
grams needed to assure equal opportunity for all. Many pieces of
education legislation enacted since the 1940's demonstrate the
expanded Federal interest and role. They have transformed the
Federal relationship with the States and local education agencies
(LEAs) as well as with educational institutions in the private or
proprietary sectors. Among the enactments which demonstrate
the growing role of the Federal Government in education are:

• 1944 Surplus Property Act (P.L. 78-457). Donation of
Federal property to educational institutions.

• 1946 National School Lunch Act (P.L. 79-396). Assistance
to States for school lunch programs.

• 1950 Financial Assistance for School in Areas Affected by
Federal Activity (P.L. 81-815 and 874). "Impact aid."

• 1950 Housing Act (P.L. 81-475). Loans for college housing.
• 1958 National Defense Education Act (P.L. 85-765).

..1. A~~l ...+...........,.. +". C'+ ... +...... +.......+............+1- ... - :--+~.• _ ...:_- :- --"''--



matics, science, and modern foreign languages; National
Defense Student Loans (NDSL).

• 1963 Higher Education Facilities Act (P.L. 88-204). Grants
and loans for undergraduate and graduate academic
facilities.

• 1965 Elementary and Secondary Education Act (P.L. 89
10). Grants for schools enrolling children of low-income
families, books, strengthening State departments of edu
cation, and for other purposes.

• 1965 Higher Education Act (P.L. 89-329). Grants for com
munity service by colleges, library assistance, and student
grants and insured loans.

Much of this basic legislation has been amended by Congress
repeatedly since 1968. Interspersed with these legislative ini
tiatives have been important enactments affecting education with
respect to civil rights, economic opportunity, refugee asssistance,
drug abuse, environmental education, juvenile justice and
delinquency, Indian self-determination, and special consider
ation for deaf, handicapped, mentally retarded, and older persons.

Congress has included education in a lengthy list of legislation
dealing with, among other issues, nondiscrimination, occupa
tional safety and health, privacy, and pensions. These four topics
are the subjects of other reports of the Commission, but certain
educational aspects of nondiscrimination are discussed in Section
IV of this report.

Forms 01 Federal Funding
Many 01 the laws affecting education are administered in the Office
of Education (OE). The Commissionerol Education recently told a
Senate subcommittee that he administered approximately 120
programs in Fiscal Year 1976 compared to lewer than 35 prior to
Fiscal Year 1965.' During that period, appropriations for OE in
creased Irom $1.551 to $7.270 billion, an increase 01369 percent.
While the number of programs grew by 243 percent, staff had been
increased only 87 percent.

Created by Congress in 1867to gather statistics on education, OE
has become a program agency, essentially in the last 15years. With
each new law oneor more sets of regulations must be issued by the
unit 01 the executive branch that administers the program. In
Section V this report discusses the role 01 Congress and suggests
management controls lor paperwork problems caused primarily
by the rapid growth in size and number of Federal education
programs.

Federal tundinq lor education, in total approximately $22 billion in
Fiscal Year 1976, is awarded to individuals, institutions and States.
For individuals it may take the form of grants, loans, interest sub-

2 U.S.Congress, Senate, Committee on Governmental Affairs, Guaranteed Student
Loans Hearings before the Permanent Subcommittee on Investigations, U.S.
Senate. 94th Congress, 1st session, 1975. pp. 464-508. 5



6

sidies on loans, work-study stipends, fellowships or scholarships,
or a combination of these. For institutions it may take the form of
grants or contracts for a specific program, loans or donation of
property. States receive assistance primarily through categorical
or formula grants-in-aid and donation of property.

Whatever the form of assistance, regardless of the amount or the
source, a degree of reporting and accountability is necessary to
ensure thaUhe statutory objectives are being met and the Federal,
State or private interest is accounted for. It tsatthts point that most
paperwork burdens come between the provider and the recipient.
Several federally funded programs supporting individuals and
institutions are analyzed from this perspective in the following
sections of this report.

Scope of this Study
To assess paperwork requirements placed on States, elementary
and secondary schools, postsecondary institutions, and students,
the Commission looked also at the originators of paperwork,
Congress and the executive branch. To identify specific examples
of unnecessary, redundant, and excessively burdensome paper
work, the Commission examined the testimony of many witnesses
at its hearings (see Appendix: A), reviewed letters it received com
plaining about the paperwork burden, and soughtevidencetosub
stantiate many media reports on the problems of paperwork.

Congressional committee and agency staffs were interviewed for
their perspectives on information and reporting requirements, and
a substantial number of hearing records, Government reports, and
special studies were analyzed. The Commission observed also a
wide range of advisory council meetings, seminars on data report
ing and agency reviews of survey instrurnents.

As a preliminary step in its research, the Commission conducted a
quick survey of all OE programs to identify likely targets for in
depth study. In the course of this survey, the Commission inter
viewed a sample of program officers and analyzed the application
and reporting process for selected OE programs.

The Commission then utilized the assistance of two major respon
dent groups which devoted special efforts to supply information
about current reporting requirements. The Council of Chief State
School Officers (CCSSO) through its Committee on Evaluation
and Information Systems (CEIS) conducted a survey of its mem
bers to identify specific examples of paperwork problems that are
especially burdensome in time and dollars. In higher education,
the American Council on Education designated the National
Association of College and University Business Officers
(NACUBO) to coordinate production of information from institu
tional membership associations and three specialized organiza
tions of registrars, personnel, and financial aid administrators. In
addition, the Commission was in contact with the entire range of
Washington-based education associations, including student
arouos.



Through coordinators in each State and several territorial juris
dictions, GElS monitors agencies that collect data from ele
mentary and secondary schools and State Education Agencies
(SEAs). GElS has given high priority in recent years to the timing of
and amount of data collected in civil rights surveys, the need for
coordination of collection of data among Federal and State
agencies, and multiple uses of data. These priorities and the roles
of respondent groups are discussed in Sections IV and V of this
report.

NAGUBO appointed a paperwork committee in higher education
and identified several areas of concern, including:

• The Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974
(ERISA),

• The Higher Education General Information Survey
(HEGIS),

• Nondiscrimination requirements,
• Student financial assistance, and
• Grants and contracts.

ERISA is the subject of a separate Commission report; the other
concerns are analyzed in this report.

The Commission concluded early that a broad approach to a large
number of institutions would be more productive if it were
preceded by studies in greater depth at one or more institutions.
Accordingly, such studies were made at the George Washington
University and at the University of Maryland at College Park. These
institutions, one public and one independent, deal with a large
number of Federal agencies because of their location and the
variety of their expertise. Although the studies centered upon Fed
erai contracts and grants for research, instruction, and public
service, they inevitably involved other areas as well.

Inter-Agency Task Force
The Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare, at the Presi
dent's request and with the support of the Council of Economic
Advisers, convened a work group to study Federal reporting
requirements for institutions of higher education and to make
recommendations for their consolidation and simplification. This
work group of ten people included Commission representation. It
met for two weeks in October, 1976, and presented 15 recom
mendations. These were referred by the Secretary of HEW to the
heads of 15 Federal departments and agencies, including the Com
rnlssionon Federal Paperwork. They were asked to delegateone or
more responsible officials to form an inter-agency task force..

The Task Force, which consisted of 30 members including two
from the Commission, met regularly during November, 1976. The
15 recommendations of the earlier work group were expanded,
supplemented, and revised. The final report of the Task Force, sub
mitted December 14, 1976, included 19 specific recommendations
for the reduction of the paperwork burden on higher education.
(See Appendix S.) The Commission representatives were able to 7



contribute regularly to the Task Force deliberations, and several of
the 19 recommendations coincide with and reinforce recom
mendations of the Commission in this report.

Major Themes of This Report
As the Commission analyzed the information it obtained from the
sources indicated above, the complaints and criticism could be
grouped into six general categories:

Lale Feedback. Education respondents complain frequently about
the lateness or absence of feedback on information supplied
Federal agencies. They indicate also that some of th~ feedback
they do receive is not useful. Some of the complaints relate to
affirmative action plans submitted that are not acknowledged or
reviewed for periods of three or four years and others to certified
letters. requesting clarification of instructions for civil rights
surveys that go unanswered before the filing deadline isathand.

Many comments about late feedback relate to general information
surveys in either higher or elementary and secondary education
where publications of data are frequently four years late. A library
survey of elementary and secondary schools was conducted in
1974, according to CEIS, and no feedback had been received by
early 1977 when plans were announced for another survey.

The National Center for Education Statistics recognizes this prob
lem and does make available to researchers and others computer
tapes and other forms of datacompilation fortheir early use. It also
has begun providing earlier, briefer analyses of much of its col
lected data. The late feedback problem is a significant element in
several of the recommendations in this report, particularly in
Section IV.
Insufflcienl Lead Time. A universal problem in Federal paperwork
is the absence of sufficient lead time to respond to asurvey, study,
reporting form, application or proposal. Frequently, insufficient
lead time is due to a legislative mandate, agency tardiness, a deci
sion to await funding, or an independent agency activity. Some
examples of insufficient lead time are: ..

• An eastern State department of education stated that four
<vocational education program report forms were received
two weeks after the reports were due; that a program outlay
form by geographical districts was received 15 days after
the due date of the report; that evaluation report forms for
Titles IV and IX of ESEAwere received one week before due
date for completion; that an application for a handicapped
education program was received less than one month
before the date for completion; and that an application
under Title III of ESEA was received only two weeks before
it was due to be completed.

• A higher education survey of information on recipients of
degrees conferred, requiring information not collected
earlier, was received after the graduation and departure of
awardees from the campus.

• A private university in the midwest received on June 8 ano .......... Il ....... a.:....... ~ ....... ~I- "':_ ......"-: .I _ .1_-1 11. _ I.. __ ...1_ .... _1...:1....1



development program. with a notice of a related workshop
for applicants to be held June 10 and 11. and a completed
application due date of June 14.

• A biennial civil rights survey of elementary and secondary
schools. administered primarily through State depart
ments of education. was issued almost three months after
the start of the school year.

The concept of sufficient lead time for surveys. specifically at least
nine months prior to the start of a school year. has been advanced
in recent years both by the American Association of Collegiate
Registrars and Admissions Officers and by the CCSSO. Whether
surveys are directed to colleges. schools. or States. the insti
tutions and States contend they need that much time to build their
annual data acquisition plans in order to collect the data during
matriculation or registration and then prepare the response. Infor
mation requests arriving after that planning and collecting cycle
involve a second collection of data and usually require a manual
compilation. Specific examples are found in Section IV of this
report where school' civil rights surveys and HEGIS are discussed.

If Federal agencies would develop annual data acquisition plans
before sending out their requests. as a few have recently begun to
do. the announcement nine months in advance of their intention to
collect data would materially enhance the quality of data received.
Without sufficient advance notice. data must often be estimated
because they are not available. Discussion of and specific recom
mendations for lead time of this kind are included in Section V of
this report.

Duplication of Collection. Duplication is frequently a matter of
interpretation. The Federal or State program manager. the staff
person in a statistical agency. or the researcher under contract or
in a private organization may not consider the problem of duplica
tion unless that person is required to determine whether the data
are available elsewhere. Eventhen. duplication may not be deemed
to exist unless the data are found in the identical form the collector
requires. after which the collector may decide it is easier to collect
them again than to use the alternate source.

To the education respondent. duplication exists when data are re
quired by more than one agency. whether or not the requirements
are in precisely the same form. To the respondent. the Federal
Government is unitary. and its agencies are expected to make
common and multiple uses of information in the interest of ef
ficiency and economy. Some examples to the contrary cited by re
spondents are:

• Students file family financial information in different
formats at least twice, and often three times. in applying for
grants, work-study stipends or direct loans.

• Students provide much of the same or similar data when
completing as many as three applications for Federally
Insured Student Loans. 9



• Higher education enrollment surveys by Federal agencies,
and some State agencies or regional bodies, request
similar data .

• Employment reporting forms of the Equal Employment
Opportunity Com mission and the National Center for
Education Statistics (NCES) require similar information
by different classifications.

• Pupil, annual, and performance report forms for Title I of
the Elementary and Secondary Education Act require
similar data.

• Four separate migrant studentsurveys by the same agency
involve duplicate information.

• Application and fiscal operations report forms for Federal
campus-based student aid programs contain duplicate
data requests.

• Financial reports for fiscal control and reports for program
monitoring of grants and contracts involve duplicate data
requests.

• School districts awarded grants provide much of the same
data quarterly to program and finance offices and annually
both in final program reports and statutorily-mandated
reports to the Commissioner of Education.

Duplication is difficult to track or analyze except on a term-by
form basis as questions are raised by resondents, agency
clearance officers, or OMB final clearance staff. Collection of data
is not coordinated by a central agency, and there is no automated
index of data elements collected by statutory authority, subject or
purpose. Duplication of data collection can be checked only after
first examining HEW's Annual Data Acquisition Plan, which is a
computer printout of descriptions of forms for the Education Divi
sion of HEW or OMB's Inventory of Active Repetitive Public Use
Reports approved under the Federal Reports Act, which is
a computer printout of titles, agency report numbers, and descrip
tive information by agency.

In Section V of this report, the Commission makes aseries of rec
ommendations intended to reduce unnecessary duplication.
Several other recommendations elsewhere in this report are
directed also toward this problem.

Unrealistic Data Requests. Education respondents are unneces
sarily burdened when faced with requests for data that are not
reasonably available, are excessive, or are not used. A major
source of these complaints in the last three years has been civil
rights surveys of elementary and secondary schools and affirma
tive action plans of institutions of higher education. A limited
review of the agency administering these programs by the Gen
eral Accounting Office in 1976 indicated that the agency did not
know and could not ascertain for fiscal years 1970-1976 how many
complaints had been received by type and authority and how many
compliance reviews, by type of discrimination, had been initiated

10 - yet more data had been collected each year.



Other examples include institutional applications for campus
based student aid, where approximately one dozen of 680 data
elements collected are computerized for general use, the balance
being stored. In the following sections these complaints are
analyzed, and recommendations are made for reducing the
burdens associated with them.

Inconsistent Terminology. The problems of insufficient lead time
are exacerbated when terminology and definitions are changed
from one year to another. Examples of changes of this sort in the
past few years include racial and ethnic classifications, the
definition of residence in migration studies, and the determination
of attendance for the purpose of allocating funds in certain
programs.

During the last 20 years NCES has developed a series of 'hand
books on terminology, definitions, and classifications of data items
that provide, in effect, a common language of communication.
These handbooks, however, have not been used faithfully by the
Federal agencies or States. NCES is currently developing a
common core of education data which could become the data base
for purposes of reporting for compliance, evaluation and program
management, as well as for statistical analyses. Until develop
ments such as these are put into use, the problems of inconsistent
terminology will continue to plague agencies and respondents
alike. The problem is implicit in the recommendations in this report
on HEGIS and protection of human subjects, among others, and is
the central theme of one of the recommendations in Section V.

Cost of Data and Information. Reliable evidence on the costs of
providing data and information has not yet been developed. Only
in recent years, as data and information have come to be regarded
as a resource to be managed, have education researchers and
business officers been impelled to start looking at the mounting
costs of responding to more requests for more information.

School systems say they are drowning in paperwork, that time
spent filling out forms takes time and resources away from class
room activities. Testimony at a Commission hearing in Knoxville,
Tennessee, on January 9, 1976, byJohn C. Carter, director of the
Food Service Department of the Knoxville city schools, provided
an example. He said "time was being taken away from otherschool
duties, and many teachers are asking whether they are to teach or
handle welfare programs." In a system of over 30,000 students, he
stated, approximately 20,000 person-hours are required to
administer the school lunch program, using 200 reams of paper
each year, not including daily food tickets.

A large western school system estimated conservatively that the
time required to complete a recent civil rights survey was 1,960
hours. Another large southwestern community school estimated
its costs for the same form to be $67,000,no part of which has been
budgeted. 11



States speak of costs in terms of the balance between State and
Federal information requirements as compared to their respective
funding levels. A western State says the Federal Government
imposes 40 percent of its data collection requirements yet provides
only 10 percent of the funds. A mountain State shows that 39 per
cent of the data it collects is required by the Federal Government
which provides only five percent of its funds. A midwestern farm
State says that 30 to 50 percent of its reporting time is due to
Federal requirements, yet it receives only four percent of its funds
from Federal sources. Another midwestern State estimates it may
cost $3.50 per data item per school to provide data not readily
available.

Determining the cost of providing education data is a complex
problem. Elementary and secondary education includes over
90,000 schools in 16,000districts, so the determination of the cost
data is itself costly, according to CEIS. For example, depending
upon the size oftheschool or district, the following questions must
be answered to ascertain cost:

• Who is involved in collecting the data and for how long?
Certified administrative staff, research personnel,
students, individual school staff, district staff or State staff?

• How is the data collected and reported? By hand, or
automated?

• How is the system designed?
• Is the developmental cost charged to the original activity or

prorated'over several years, and for how many years?
• Is the data to be reported exactly as it is collected?
• How many times will data be reported?
• In what format will it be reported?
• Will data affect decisionmaking, and if so, to what degree

and how much money is made available as a result?
• Can it be understood without explanation?
• How will it be disseminated?

Measuring accurately information specific enough to provide
good cost data has not yet been accomplished by CEIS, but in its
opinion the question of "how much it will cost" is becoming so
important that techniques must be developed soon to determine
costs of data production and collection.

Colleges and universities expend from one to four percent of their
operating budgets to meet the costs of implementing federally
mandated social programs, according to' a recent American
Council on Education study'. The report states that these costs
have increased from ten to 20 times in less than a decade.

3 Carol Van Alstyne, The Cost to Colleges and »Universtties of Implementing
Federally Mandated Social Programs, Policy Analysis Service Special Report
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A large midwestern public university indicates it responds to
governmental agencies and bureaus at a 'cost of several million
dollars annually. Smaller independent colleges, which receive the
major portion of their income from students, fear that additional
costs of paperwork will require increases in tuition. A consortium
of 20 independent colleges in a southern State suggests Federal
paperwork cost them $668,727 last year, or $47.09 for every full
time equivalent student.
A small eastern independent college president testified at a
Commission hearing that his institution could not consider
applying for certain grants of less than $50,000because of the high
cost of the requisite paperwork. Another midwestern public uni
versity officer testified that institutions some times forego
responding to requests for proposals to help solve national
problems because of the excessive paperwork involved. He said
his university could increase its participation in Federal programs
by 50 percent if less paperwork were required.
Costs of education at any institutional level are supported typi
cally by taxes, tuition charges and private philanthropy. As costs
increase for whatever reason, including paperwork, support from
these sources must increase also. These are rarely profit-making
enterprises where increased costs can be met by increasing the
price to the consumer. The burden of cost in supplying data is im
plicit in the rationale for most of the recommendations in this
report.
Overview of Recommendations
Time and resources permitted only the examination of selected
paperwork burdens." In selecting those to be studied, the
Commission considered the information developed through
methods and from sources described in earlier pages with respect
to the following criteria:

• What was the impact of programs in terms of level of
funding, numbers of persons and institutions affected?

• How burdensome was collection of information in terms of
availability, effort required, and whether repetitive or
single-time?

• Was the burden exacerbated by multiple laws and
regulations?

• Would a 'generic solution relieve similar burdens
elsewhere?

• Would solutions provide long-term control as well as
immediate relief?

Problems selected are discussed from the standpoint of grants and
contracts, student financial aid, nondiscrimination" and manage
ment controls. Each subsequent section of this report considers
several programs, in each of which the salient problems are stated
and analyzed and recommendations are made.

Grants and Contracts. The grants and contracts category was
selected because more than' 2,500 colleges and universities,
through the efforts of an undetermined number of thousands of
researchers, administer approximately $4.5 billion in Federal
projects that contribute significantly to the national interest. 13



Faculty members and administrators in these colleges and univer
sities are required to complete overlapping forms, meet multiple
compliance requirements from many agencies, and keep records,
at an enormous cost, that have little use or validity. The grants and
contracts area is discussed in Section II.

This section deals with reporting faculty and other professional
time and effort; eliminating mandatory cost sharing in research
and development projects; raising the threshold for non
expendable property reporting; streamlining the payment process;
extending to contracts standard administrative requirements
similar to those applying to grants; establishing single agency
cognizance for the protection of human subjects; and general
izing the concept of single agency cognizance.

Student Financial Aid. The largest programs in HEW's Education
Division, in terms both of dollars and of individual applicants, are
those in student financial aid, where over $3 billion is awarded
annually to almost two million students. These awards are supple
mented, when additional need exists, by State, institutional, and
private sources which combine to provide $1.5 billion annually for
assistance to students not receiving Federal funds as well as for
additional aid to those who do. Students may complete up to seven
application forms and three financial information forms, all using
similar data and frequently with separate fees. This hodgepodge of
programs, forms, and fees, involving duplication of data and
resulting burdens upon students and their families as well as upon
institutions, became an almost automatic selection for
Commission study.
Selected student financial aid programs are discussed in Section
III, where recommendations are made to combine applications in
the Federally Insured Loan Program; to shorten and simplify
institutional applications for campus-based programs; and to
produce a single financial aid application for Federal, State,
institutional, and private sources.
Nondiscrimination. Initiatives to eliminate discrimination and pro
vide equal educational opportunity, especially in Federal
programs, have been augmented and intensified in recent years by
additional laws and regulations which have forced educational
institutions into meeting a variety of compliance requirements
from many agencies. As employers and Federal contractors, in
admissions and financial aid policies, educational institutions and
agencies are committed to nondiscrimination. But the reporting
and enforcement requirements of Federal agencies in adminis
tering these necessary programs are uncoordinated and over
lapping, causing unnecessary expense and burden. For these
reasons, nondiscrimination, which comprises Section IV of thls
report, was selected as a topic for study. In that section, the Com
mission recommends a single cognizant agency for equal oppor
tunity and civil rights recordkeeping, reporting, and compliance in
the field of education.
Management Controls. States and territories and thei r 91,000
elementary and secondary schools face special reporting
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I

each requiring appropriate accountability for Federal funds and
each requiring compliance with equal opportunity mandates. CEIS
monitors effectively the individual data collection activities, but
there remains the necessity for better management of the overall
Federal collection to improve the value of the data submitted. On
this basis, the management of data gathering was chosen asa topic
for study that is treated as a part of the management controls dis
cussed in Section V.

Management solutions to generic paperwork problems are
proposed there which can provide for the central coordination of
data collection, a common language of communication in that
collection, and automated processing of data elements by purpose
and subject to improve clearance procedures and reduce
duplication. These management solutions can also improve the
ability to make multiple uses of data.

The final analyses in Section V discuss the roles of Congress and of
education respondent groups in controlling excessive and burden
some recordkeeping and reporting in the future.

7-
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Abbreviations Used

ACT - American College Testing Program
BEOG - Basic Educational Opportunity Grant
BOB - Bureau of the Budget, predecessor of the Office of Man-

agement and Budget
CCO - Common Core of Data
CCSSO - Council of Chief State School Officers
CE/S ~ Committee on Evaluation and Information Systems
CSS - College Scholarship Service
CWS - College Work-Study Program
OFAFS - Department of Health, Education, and Welfare Federal

Assistance Financing System
EOAC - Education Data Acquisition Council
EI)DA - Energy Research and Development Administration
ESAA - Emergency School Aid Act
F/SL - Federally Insured Student Loans
GAO - General Accounting Office
GSLP - Guaranteed Student Loan Program
HEG/S - Higher Education General Information Survey
HEW - Department of Health, Education, and Welfare
IRS - Internal Revenue Service
LEA =- Local Education Agency
NACUBO - National Association of College and University Busi

ness Officers
NASFAA - National Association of Student Financial Aid Admin-

istrators
NCES - National Center for Education Statistics
NOSL - National Direct Student Loan Program
NIH - National Institutes of Health
OCR - Office for Civil Rights of the Department of Health, Educa

tion, and y.'elfare
OE - Office of Education in the Department of Health, Education,

and Welfare .
OFCCP - Office of Federal Contract Compliance Programs of the

Department of Labor
OMB - Office of Management and Budget
PHS - Public Health Service
P.L. - Public Law
SEA - State Education Agency
SEOG - Supplementary Educational Opportunity Grant



II.
Grants and Contracts
Federal grants and contracts were identified early in the
Commission's study as major sources of concern to highereduca
tion. Federal grants and contracts awarded to colleges and uni
versities amounted to more than $4.5 billion in fiscal year 1975,
according to the National Science Foundation's Surveys of
Science Resources. These awards were shared by 2,517 insti
tutions. =
Colleges and universities are labor-intensive, salaries and wages
constituting their largest item of expenditure. A major source of
difficulty for these institutions is the paperwork required to
document the portion of salaries and wages that is applied to
Federal grants and contracts. Another is the administration of
property acquired in the course of these programs, and a third
element is the manner in which payment for these projects is made
by Federal agencies to the institutions. These three topics are dis
cussed first in this section.
The Commission noted progress made by OMS in establishing
consistent policies and procedures among Federal agencies in the
administration of grants and contracts. It noted also the leader
ship exercised by HEW in developing effective and responsive
regulations for the protection of human subjects involved in Fed
erally supported research and urged that HEW be assigned sole
responsibility for regulations in this area as the "cognizant
agency." Finally, the Commission investigated the cognizant
agency concept as a potential solution in other areas, perhaps
includinq those where critical problems may not yet have emerged.
Discussion of these three steps concludes this section.
Documentation of Personal Services
The process of reporting and documenting the efforts devoted to
Government-sponsored programs by faculty members and other
professionals at colleges and universities has been an abrasive
one for many years. The issue involved in effort reporting, simply
stated, is this: How can the Government be assured that faculty and
professional services offered by the universities under the terms of
their grants and contracts have been delivered and are properly
chargeable to programs financed by public funds? The process
involves some form of monthly data for each professional involved
in Government-sponsored programs at every college and univer
sity. These data are prepared on forms designed by each institu
tion and are made available to Federal auditors as needed.
The War and Navy Departments jointly issued, in 1947, an
"Explanation of Principles for Determination of Costs Under
Government Research and Development Contracts With Educa
tional Institutions." This document stated (paragraph 8) that:

Where faculty members paid on a salary basis work part-time
on a government research and/or development proiect,
reasonable estimates of such time may be used in lieu of
exact time records, it being recognized that such members of
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educational institutions cannot be expected to keep time
records in the manner common to industrial organizations.

Bureau of the Budget Circular A-21" first published in 1958, sets
forth cost principles for educational institutions with respect to all
Federal agencies. On this point, it specified (paragraph I.C.1.a.)
that

Where professional staff paid on a salary basis work directly
part-time on a research agreement, current and reasonable
estimates of time spent may be used in the absence of actual
time records.

These estimates were typically expressed as "percent of effort,"
since a flat number of hours would have no translatable value.
Faculty Resistance. In most institutions faculty members have
consistently held effort reports to be incompatible with the creative
processes of academic activity. The effort report system is, to
them, fallacious and meaningless in that it rests on the assump
tion that it is possible to partition, for purposes of .record, an
individual's intellectual effort. A report, "The Effort Reporting
Issue," prepared at Harvard University in March 1967, stated that
the phrase "percent of effort" is itself illogical when one considers
the question "percent of what?" "Within the academic world," the
Harvard report continued, "the conception of an eight hour day
and 40 hour week are as incongruous asa 40 hour day and an eight
day week."
In addition, the academic environment particularly is affected by
the "joint product" phenomenon, under which two separate bene
fits flow from the same effort. The most common example of this is
a faculty member who simuitaneousiy is conducting research
while guiding the activities of graduate students engaged in that
research as part of their thesis requirement. Teaching and
research duties are highly interrelated, and their separation can be
accomplished only by an arbitrary and subjective process.
The Council of the American Mathematical Society enacted a
resolution at its meeting on August 29,1967, urging responsible
university officers to take action "to have Time and Effort Reports
and similar documents pertaining to faculty members' time
eliminated, because it considers that such documents are incom
patible with academic life and work. The Council reiterates the
traditional view that teaching and research are inseparable, and
that accounting procedures in universities must take account of
their unitary character." Such faculty resistance could not be
ignored, since in the last analysis any documentation of effort
devoted to a project must originate with the individual.
Cost Sharing. The effort reporting problem was exacerbated by the
imposition of mandatory cost sharing, which requires that the
performer of a research grant or contract participate in the cost of
its performance. There had always been cost sharing on a
voluntary basis by universities, ever since sponsored projects
appeared there, primarily in the form of direct faculty effort applied
to such projects for which no reimbursement was claimed. This
practice arose from the concept that faculty workloads cus
tomarily"left some unscheduled time to be used, at the individual's
discretion, for purposes of professional advancement - writing,



study, research, or whatever. Such unscheduled time was devoted
without charge to sponsored projects. Voluntary cost sharing of
this type continues on a large scale today, even though the volume
of sponsored projects has grown dramatically. The resultant
demands upon faculty effort far exceed the unscheduled time,
however, and individuals must therefore be released from other
academic duties in order to accommodate the excess of spon
sored projects.
In 1965, cost sharing on research grants became a statutory
requirement, set forth in appropriation acts for several agencies.
Bureau of the Budget Circular A-74, issued in December of that
year to implement these statutory provisions, instructed the
agencies to require institutions to maintain records demonstrat
ing their participation in the costs of each project. This necessi
tated effort reports even from those faculty members who, because
all of their salaries came from institutional funds, had not had to
prepare them prior to the imposition of cost sharing.
At present, cost sharing requirements may arise either from
statutory provisions or agency regulations. The statutory provi
sions have appeared each year in two appropriations bills, one for
the Labor-HEW Departments and the other for the Independent
Offices and the Department of Housing and Urban Development,
which bill includes funds for the National Science Foundation and
the National Aeronautics and Space Administration. The agency
regulations are largely based upon OMB Circular A-100, "Cost
sharing on research supported by Federal agencies," which
replaced the earlier Circular A-74. Circular A-100 states in para
graph 5.b. that when cost sharing is not required by statute,
"agencies shall encourage organizations to contribute to the cost
of performing research under Federal research agreements" under
certain conditions. The Department of Defense appropriation bills
for fiscal years 1966 through 1969 carried the same cost sharing
requirement as the Labor-HEW bill. This was dropped in fiscal year
1970, and no statutory cost sharing has applied to DOD since that
time. However, that Department has continued to require cost
sharing on research grants.
Interagency Task Force. Faculty resentment against effort reports,
aggravated by the cost sharing requirement, was reinforced in
many instances by Federal agency personnel. Objections were
sufficient to persuade the Budget Bureau, in late 1967,to designate
an interagency task force to review the problem. Under the chair
manship of Cecil E. Goode of BOB, the task force included
members from the Defense Contract Audit Agency, the General
Accounting Office, the National Institutes of Health, and the
National Science Foundation. Its report, issued February 23,1968,
followed briefings by the Federal agencies, interviews on 21
campuses with faculty and with academic and business adminis
trators, and subsequent discussion of findings with Federal
officials and university representatives. The task force conclu
sions contain the following (page 38 of the report):

Time or effort reports now required of faculty members are
meaningless and a waste of time. They have engendered an
emotional reaction in the academic community that will
endanger university-Federal relations if relief is not provided. 19



They foster a cynical attitude toward the requirements of
government and take valuable effort away from more
important ecttvttiee.not the least of Which is the research
involved. We need to go to a system that does not require
documentary support of faculty time devoted to govern
ment-sponsored research. No real evidence of faculty effort
is provided anyway under the present system, and there is no
way other than the research results themselves to prove how

. much effort was in fact expended.

The task force report describes the negative attitudes toward effort
reporting (page 21), expressed not only by the academic
community as being impossible, meaningless, and a disincentive,
but also by the Federal agencies as being unrealistic, unnecessary
red tape, and needlessly complicating relations.

The task force recommendations included the following (pages
39-43), which were largely adopted in a revision of Circular A-21 in
June 1968:

1. Adoption of an optional device known as stipulated
salary support, for use by faculty members and any others
engaged in part-time research and part-time instruction.
Under this procedure, agreement is reached between the
sponsoring agency and the institution, during the proposal
and award process, as to the monetary value of the contribu
tion that the individual is expected to make to the particular
project. This amount, once agreed upon, requires no subse
quent documentation and remains fixed unless there is a
major change in the individual's performance.
2. For those not using the stipulated salary support method,
replacement of the effort reporting system by one based
upon institutional payrolls. Thesepayrolls must be supported
by either (1) an adequate appointment and workload
distribution system accompanied by periodic reviews by
responsible officials or (2) a monthly certification system
under which deans, department heads, or supervisors would
report any significant and long-term changes in the workload
distribution of any professional. (As adopted in A-21, the
periodic reviews specified in (1) above were prescribed as
monthly, and the certifications specified in (2) were to be
made by one with first-hand knowledge of the services
performed on each research agreement.)

Subsequent Devefopments. The stipulated salary procedure has
found virtually no acceptance in the academic community. No
explanation can be found for this. The only tenable theory is the
inflexibility of the procedure. Circular A-21 states (section J.7.e.):
"The stipulated salary for the academic year will be prorated
equally over the duration of the grant or contract period during the
academic year, unless other arrangements have been made in the
orant or contract instrument." This means that minor variations



Accordingly, the alternative payroll-based system has been used,
which involves monthly after-the-fact reviews or certifications that
have all of the defects of the original effort reporting system.
Although the payroll-based system does not require effort reports
as such, the resulting procedures were tantamount to effort
reports, and for this reason a number of institutions have
continued the effort reporting system. A proposal was made in
January, 1977, by the Department of Health, Education, and
Welfare to the Office of Management and Budget that the effort
report system be revived.

The Commission analyzed a 1976 survey made by NACUBO of
universities heaviiy involved in sponsored programs. Of 53
responses, 37 stipulated the documentation of personal service
charges, includlnq cost sharing, as among the most burdensome
of recordkeeping requirements because of the considerable
internal paperwork. generated by this process. The extreme
decentralization within the institution of the effort reporting
procedure makes it difficult to obtain estimates of costs in dollars
or in hours. The University of Iowa estimates an annual
requirement of 2,400 man hours. Another estimate, 1,800 hours
including 500 on the part of faculty members, was made by aState
university in the Rocky Mountain area.

The Commission finds that:
• The stipulated salary support method has not been found

to be in use at any institution with a sizable involvement in
sponsored programs.

• The institutional payroll system, with monthly after-the
fact reviews or certifications, is producing results that are
laborious to the institutions and unsatisfactory to the
agencies.

• The requirement for demonstrating cost sharing, to the
extent that cost sharing is in the form of contributed
professional salaries - which is the most common form
is an added difficulty. Cost shari ng by definition is not a
payroll allocation, so that the required documentation
must be outside the payroll system.

• The Commission on Government Procurement, in its
Recommendation B-8, proposed the elimination of cost
sharing on research and development projects except in
cases where the performer would clearly benefit, for
example, through economic benefits from commercial
sales. The arguments in favor of this recommendation (B
8) appear on pages 26-28 of Volume II of that Commission's
final report. A special task group, charged with proposing
an executive branch position on the recommendation,
submitted a report in January 1976, affirming the
recommendation for the elimination of cost sharing.
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Recommendation No. 1
With respect to services for which charges are made against the
grants or contracts Involved, the Director of the Officeof Manage-
ment and Budget should: .

a. Inquire Into the reasons for the fal/ure of col/eges and
universities to use the stipulated salary support option set
forth In OMB Circular A-21;

b. Determine whether It Is feasible to revise the terms of the
option to accommodate these reasons; and

c. Confer with the Cost Accounting Standards Board to assure
consistency with the Board's requirements.

Recommendation No.2
With respect to services for which no charge Is made but which
nevertheless must be documented In order to demonstrate cost
sharing, the Commission endorses the posit/on of the Commission
on Government Procurement, In Its Recommendation B-8,
concerning the el/mlnatlon ofmandatory cost sharing on research
and development projects, except In cases where the performer
would clearly benefit.

These recommendations were adopted by the Commission
December 3,1976. In response, the Director of OMB replied to the
Commission February 2, 1977, agreeing that the stipulated salary
support option would result in a considerable paperwork reduc
tion and stating that his Office would inquire into the malter. "If, as
a result of that inquiry," wrote the Director, "it appears feasible to
revise the terms of the option to assure its more frequent use, we
would be glad to consider such a revision." The Director further
pointed out that cooperation and coordination with the Cost
Accounting Standards Board had been reguiarly maintained and
would continue with respect to any changes in Circular A-21.

The Acting Administrator of the Office of Federal Procurement
Policy replied to the Commission on March 3, 1977. He stated that a
"policy document which would implement a number of the Com
mission on Government Procurement recommendations,
including B-8 on cost sharing, is under consideration."

Accounting for Nonexpendable Property
Purchased by Grantees
Administration of Federal grants usually entails the use of equip
ment or other nonexpendable personal property. For property on
hand, grantees are normally reimbursed through depreciation
allowances or use charges generally treated as indirect costs.
However, it is sometimes necessary for a grantee to acquire equip
ment for a specific purpose as part ofthe direct cost, particularly in
the case of scientific research. In this event, with the prior approval
of the grant"making agency, the full acquisition cost can be treated
as an allowable direct cost.

Once the property is acquired, the grantee must account to the
Federal Government for its use and, when the property can no



the Government for its share of the fair market value or proceeds
from sale. During the period of time in which there is a Federal
interest in the property, the grantee has to maintain prescribed
property management standards including property records.

These regulations impose a substantial reporting and record
keeping burden on colleges and universities. In a 1976 survey by
NACUBO of 53 institutions heavily involved in federally-spon
sored research, 30 rated the management and control of property
as among the most burdensome Federal record keeping require
ments. Although the Commission focused on higher education,
the recommendations,. below, are intended to apply to other
grantees as weII.

Grantees contend that the rules to carry out accountability provi
'sions are complex and burdensome. For example, a grantee or
subgrantee is required to:

• Maintain property records including a description of the
property, manufacturer's number, acquisition date and
cost, percentage of Federal partici pation, location, use and
condition, etc;

• Conduct a physical inventory at least biennially, investi
gate differences between the inventory and accounting
records, and verify current utilization and continued need
for the property;

• Maintain a control system to preventloss, damage or theft;
• Implement adequate maintenance procedures;
• Use property in accordance with Federal regulations and

priorities; and
• Establish proper sales procedures to assure competition

when property must be sold.

These rules are-cited from Attachment N of OMB Circular A-110,
which is discussed later in this section. In Attachment N, which
sets forth property management standards, the Circular estab
lishes a standard definition of nonexpendable property (equip
ment costing $300 or more with a useful life of more than one year)
in place of the welter of definitions previously used by different
agencies. Equally significant, the Circular raises to $1,000 the
threshold of nonexpendable property which grantees are
permitted to use for other activities without reimbursement to the
Federal Government, after that property is no longer needed for
Federal grant programs.

Although the rules in A-110 are a distinct improvement over
previous regulations, they are still burdensome and costly for
grantees. Furthermore, some Federal administrators are of the
opinion that Attachment N of the Circular is in some respects
overly simplistic, and that even moreelaborate rules will have to be
worked out to implement certain provisions. For instance, the
regulations in A-110 extend to the entire universe of non-govern
mental recipients, subgrantees, and cost-contractors as well as to
the original grantee. But the Circular does not explain how the
accountability provisions are to be applied to subgrantees. If the 23
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property is sold, for example, how is the Federal share to be com
puted when title vests conditionally with the sUbgrantee? Accord
ing to knowledgeable Government officials, an even more com
plex body of rules will be required to deal with this problem and
others.

Burdens on Grantees. Compliance with the property manage
ment requirements frequently imposes substantial administrative
costs on grantees. For instance, the University of Rochester
estimates that it requires a minimum of two man-years annually
merely to maintain equipment listings and report thereon. Another
estimate of three man-years annually was supplied by the Univer
sity of Washington.

A study by the University of California, San Diego, reveals the
futility of much of the paperwork resulting from Federal regula
tions. The study found that a substantial percentage of property at
the University was either Government property or property
acquired with Federal grants and contracts and subject to Federal
regulations. According to the study:

The resulting administrative burden is significant. Title to
almost all this equipment (University officials estimate 99
percent) will eventually be vested in the University or the
property will be used exclusively by the University during the
life of the property. During these years, the cost and other
burdens on the University are substantial. Theseare reflected
in unnecessary records, unproductive and expensive reports
and restrictions which prohibit full utilization of the property. 2

Particularly onerous was the requirement for the physical
inventory.

There is also some evidence that Federal regulations actually inter
fere with what is normally considered good property manage
ment. For example, Circular A-110 does not address the question
of "trade-ins," and the issue is subject to different interpretations
by the various agencies. Some Government officials and grantees
believe that colleges and universities are inhibited by the regula
tions from trading in equipment for newer or more recent models
while the original equipment still has commercial value
something they would normally do under good property manage
ment standards. They are reluctant to do it because of the paper
work involved and the requirement to reimburse the Government
for its share. The university would have to return to the Govern
ment a percentage based on the Government's original contribu-
tion while itself absorbing the price differential.' "

Levef of Accountabifity. There is convincing evidence that the
present threshold for accountability, that is, the minimum value of
property subject to Federal recordkeeping requirements, is
unrealistic. NACUBO, commenting on the record keeping
responsibilities set forth in Attachment N of OMB Circular A-110,

2~_niversity of ~alifo!!1ia, R~s~~rch_ Marl~gement Improvement Project, Property



asked for certain data from constituent institutions that are heavily
involved in federally-sponsored projects. The brackets suggested
were $300 to $1,000, $1,000 to $5,000, and more than $5,000 of unit
cost. The $300 minimum was chosen because that is the minimum
unit cost of property that Circular A-110 defines as nonexpend
able and thus subject to recordkeeping requirements.

Twenty-four institutions were able to report such studies. They
indicated that, if such recordkeeping responsibilities were limited
to property with a unit cost of $5,000 or more, the number of items
would drop by more than 90 percent while more than 55 percent of
the total dollar value would remain on the list. If the accountability
level were increased only to $1,000, the number of items on which
recordkeeping was required would drop by 63 percent, while more
than 82 percent of the dollar value would be retained.

The Question of Accountability. Raising the level of account
ability from $300 to $1,000 would be an improvement over existing
requirements and would substantially reduce the recordkeeping
burden on colleges and universities. Logic and evidence, though,
compel the Commission to raise a more fundamental question: do
the regulations serve a useful national purpose? Regardless of the
level of accountability, the paperwork burden resulting from the
regulations can be justified only if the accountability serves a
usefuI purpose.

The major argument advanced by Government officials' in support
of accountability, briefly stated, is:

Since property may have a useful life beyond the immediate
objectives of the grant, the Federal Government has a
responsibility to see that it is used for appropriate public
purposes and to recover the value of any remaining useful life
when the property can no longer be used for authorized
purposes.

This argument treats the unused life of the property, its remaining
value, as the residue of grant funds or, in other words, unspent
money from the grant. However, it can be shown that the account
ability provisions for grants are not an absolute necessity and that
they do not always serve a useful national purpose.

Waiver of accountability can be justified as consistent with proper
accounting practices for Federal funds. To treat property as the
residue of a grant is a fully acceptable accounting approach, but it
is only one approach. It is equally correctto take another approach
that treats property asthe residual benefit, not residual funds, from
the grant. Under one recoqntzed.accounttnp approach, the full
acquisition cost of the property is part of the cost of the grant and
allocabletothe grant period lnwhlch acquired. (In other words, the
cost o(theproperty is charged in full to the grant and is therefore

"For instance, officials at the General Services Administration and the Office of
Management and Budget. 25
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justified and accounted for during the life of the grant itself'
Federal responsibility ends when it is determined that the cost of
the property is necessary and reasonable to achieve the purposes
for which the grant is being made.)

Therefore, there is no residue of the grant, but rather a residual
benefit to the grantee from the grant, analogous to other long-term
benefits resulting from a grant. For example, curriculum develop
ment projects supported with Federal grants often confer addi
tional benefits on the grantee, but no one claims that the Govern
ment is owed any money for these increased benefits. Similarly,
most agencies waive their right to royalties resulting from copy
rights that have been developed under Federal grants.

To extend to the grantee the long-term benefits of property is
consistent with Federal policy for grants. This is intended to
provide (financial) assistance for programs or projects in the
national interest. many of which continue after Federal funding
ends. One must also add that Circular A-110 now extends to
grantees the right to use property acquired under one grant on
other federally -assisted projects and even on projects no longer
supported with Federal funds. Since the Government has already
extended the rules so far, giving grantees some benefits, there
appears to belittle, if any, justification for the existing restrictions.

Furthermore, Congress has already recognized situations when
the accountability provisions are not in the public interest, and it
has waived accountability for a large category of programs in
several important classes. The Scientific Research Grants Act, P.L.
85-934, gives agencies discretionary authority to vest title to equip
ment purchased with grant or contract funds, without further
obligation to the Federal Government, for the conduct of basic or
applied scientific research at nonprofit institutions of higher
education or at nonprofit organizations whose primary purpose is
the conduct of scientific research. The General Education Provi
sions Act, P.L. 91-230, permits the Commissioner of Education
dlscretlonary authority to vest title to equipment purchased with
grant or contract funds at local educational agencies and State
educational agencies, without further obligation to the Federal
Government.

The rationale for waiving accountability in the Scientific Research
Grants Act was twofold: to increase U.S. scientific research
capability by developing the resources of institutions and
organizations, and to reduce Federal costs for accounting,
shipping and disposition of equipment, on the grounds that such
costs would far exceed the usevalue to the Government of much of
that property. Similar arguments were advanced for the waiver of
accountability in the General Education Provisions Act.

41t should be noted that the cost principles for educational institutions, OMS Cir
cular No. A-21 (also known as FMC 73-8) state, in section C.4.a: "Where the pur
chase of equipment or other capital items is specifically authorized under a re
search agreement, the amounts thus authorized for such purchases are allocable
to the research agreement regardless of the usethat may subsequently bemadeof



In those caseswhere accountability has not been waived, the Com
mission has not been able to find hard evidence that the property
provisions are being enforced. For example, no one on the staff of
the Finance Offices of the Office of Education and the Office of
Human Development (HEW) can cite for any recent time period
how much money, if any, had been returned to the Federal Govern
ment representing the Federal share of equipment acquired under
its grants, or even the total dollar value of equipment purchased
under its grants. The lack of response to these questions indicates
that there is a large body of rules that are extremely difficult to
enforce.

Furthermore, some Federal officials believe that any attempt to
enforce the regulations, given their other responsibilities and the
complexity of the rules, would be extremely difficult, perhaps
impossible. For instance, the HEW Audit agency acknowledged
that it was very difficult to determine whether a grantee was in
compliance with the property regulations, that is, whether the
property was being used for authorized purposes, particularly at
larger institutions with multiple research projects.

Agency Burdens. The Commission has attempted to discover how
the Government monitors compliance with property regulations.
No cost data are available, but discussions with agency staffs
indicate that implementation of property regulations is costly and
burdensome and produces little, if any, appreciable return to the
Government.

For instance, to effect disposition of property when the grantee can
no longer use it for authorized purposes, the agency must first
describe the item and put it on an excess property list which is then
sent to every Government agency for screening. An OE official
estimates the cost of the entire screening process to be$55 per line
item. If no agency can use the property, the General Services
Administration declares it surplus and makes it available for
donation. Some officials question whether the returns to the
Government, often negligible since the property has depreciated
in value, justify the cost of these procedures.

The same point was the principal reason for an unsuccessful HEW
attempt to extend the Scientific Research Grants Act in 1969, an
effort supported by six other agencies. In the draft of a cover letter
to Congress, the Secretary said, in part :

The additional administrative workload and cost of such
procedures (governing property) contribute nothing to
furthering the research and training program purposes of the
Department and result in no appreciable economy. Equip
ment which grantees or contractors purchase with Federal
funds is equipment they need to carry out their Department
supported research and training program operations, which
are usually only a part of their continuing research and
training functions. Since the continuing functions are almost
always in the same~ral program area as the Department
supported activity, such equipment should normally
continue to be available for use in program areasof interest to 27



the Department without imposing an obligation on the insti
tution to establish and maintain records and to undertake
other procedures that serve little useful purpose.

Recommendation No.3.
The Director of the Office of Management and Budget should
consfder changing from $300 to $1,000 the minimum value of
property acquired under grants that Is subject to accountability
provisions.

Recommendation No.4
The Director of the Office of Management and Budget should
undertake further study to determine If the burden on gmntees and
agencies associated with accounting for nonexpendable property
;s Indeed excessive, whether the returns to the Government are
commensurate with the costs of enforcing the regulations, and
whether other, more efficient means can be devised to protect the
Federal Interest.

These recommendations were adopted by the Commission on
February 25, 1977. In response, the Director of OMB replied to the
Commission on March 28, 1977,thatthe study specified in Recom
mendation No. 4 would be undertaken as part of OMB's con
tinuing program to update its Circulars. This study, wrote the
Director, will consider whether the $300 criterion should be
changed.

DHEW Federal Assistance Financing System
In recent years, the Federal Government has attempted to simplify
and standardize payment procedures for Federal grants and
contracts. One such effort, the HEW Departmental Federal Assis
tance Financing System (DFAFSj, represents a significant
advance in fiscal reporting and management which SUbstantially
reduces the paperwork burden on recipients of Federal awards.
The advantages of the system have not been seriously explored by
other agencies or departments. If extended in some form to other
Federal agencies, substantial financial and paperwork savings
could be realized by both the Government and recipients.

DFAFS is a computerized system that provides to a recipient
organization a consolidated payment on all its HEW programs,
rather than individual payments for each grant or contract. As of
October 1975, DFAFS was handling approximately 80 percent of
HEW grants and "assistance-like contracts," or approximately
53,000 awards with funding in excess of $8.5 billion.

The system is designed to facilitate the payment process by stan
dardizing expenditure reports and providing a single central
location in HEW for award payments - a significant advance for a
department as highly decentralized as HEW. In effect, DFAFS
functions as a fiscal intermediary between the agencies and
recipient organizations; that is, it provides cash as needed to
recipients and collects summary expenditure data from them. This
is fed into the accounting offices of the various agencies for the

28 fiscal rnanaqernent of oroorarns and for uodatino records.



As an advance funding system. DFAFS utilizes two basic payment
mechanisms- the letter of credit and the monthly cash request.
Criteria for determining the method of payment are governed by
Treasury regulations. specifically Treasury Circular 1075. To
qualify for a letter of credit under these regulations. a recipient
must have continuing business transactions with HEW aggregat
ing at least $250.000 annually. Of the approximately 14.000
recipients in DFAFS. 68 - primarily larger universities. but also
incl udi ng seven States and one territory - receive letters of cred it.

For instance. New York State has one letter of credit for all State
agencies (health. welfare. etc.), and the State University of New
York has a separate one for its 64 campuses. The letter of credit
operates through the U.S. Treasury. a Federal Reserve Bank. and
the recipient's bank. An authorization is established in an amount
based on the recipient's average monthly expenditures for all HEW
programs. and recipients can draw on this amount as needed
simply by presenting a payment voucher at their local bank.

The monthly cash request- a procedure used by the majority of
DFAFS recipients. approximately 13.900.whose business relation
ships with HEW do not exceed $250.000 per year- provides cash
in advance to cover anticipated expenditures for the succeeding
month. To obtain payment. one form is submitted for all HEW
programs indicating. in summary form, available cash on hand and
anticipated expenditures for the coming month. Normally, it takes
the Treasury seven to ten days to honor the request. Thus. if the
form reaches DFAFS by the 25th of the month. a Treasury check
should be in the hands of the grantee or contractor early the
following month.

Each quarter, DFAFS furnishes recipients a report shoWing the
authorized amount for each award and a listing of both active and
expired awards held by the recipient. The recipient compares this
report with its records and corrects and completes the form
showing cumulative expenditures to date for each award. The
Commission finds that:

• DFAFS provides recipients a single point of contact within
HEW for cash matters. Even in a small agency. grantees
frequently deal with several different offices (program.
grants, finance) on matters relating to award payments.
Obviously, the situation becomes more complex when an
institution has multiple grants and contracts from different
offices within an agency as largeand widespread as HEW.
Merely identifying the appropriate official who can handle
the problem frequently results in delays and unnecessary
paperwork for the grantee.

• DFAFS significantly cuts paperwork ~y reducing the book
keepi ng and reporting on grants and contracts. One can
best Illustrate this by comparing the billing and reporting
requirements for DFAFS with those for other Federal
agencies. 29
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One major university currently has 175 awards under
DFAFS and 22 from all other agencies. The latter
represents only 8 percent of the institution's total Federal
funding. Four full-time staff are required for billing on the
22 awards; no full-time person is needed for the DFAFS
account.
Each month staff must submit a separate cash request for
each of the 22 awards not granted by HEW and an addi
tional form summarizing all cash transactions with each
agency. The forms themselves are relatively simple; how
ever, the bookkeeping required to collect the data is
extremely burdensome and time-consuming because 22
different accounts are involved. For instance, staff must
complete a monthly cash reconciliation for each account,
manipulate that data to fit the different reporting require
ments of each agency, then estimate the next month's
expenditures for each award, and reconcile these figures
with the previous month's. Since DFAFS, on the other
hand, requires only total anticipated expenditures for all
programs, far less bookkeeping is required.
Additional paperwork is created when the Treasury checks
are received at the institution. Since neither the funding
source nor the award number is always clearly indicated on
the checks, considerable time is spent matching the check
to the appropriate award. Here again, the contrast with
DFAFS is striking. A single check is received for all DFAFS
awards and assigned to a single cash account.

• DFAFS enables recipients to gauge their needs and
manage funds better by making available one lump sum
each month. Officials at Georgetown University and Johns
Hopkins report that, since the system was introduced, their
accounts for Federal funds are balanced for the first time.
Knowing the total Federal funds unexpended and the exact
amount due them at anyone time, recipients can plan and
manage their funds more efficiently.

• Consolidation of payments under DFAFS helps minimize
cash flow from the Treasury and thus reduces the amount
of interest the Treasury must pay on borrowed funds. A
conservative estimate from the Treasury is that in fiscal
year 1975 DFAFS provided interest savings of approx
imately $20 million.
These savings result from DFAFS' more efficient use of
Federal funds. Treasury regulations require grantees to
time their payment requests or draw-downs as closely as
possible to actual expenditure needs. However, where
payments are not consolidated, grantees frequently do not
draw on a needs basis, but rather reserve a small residue of
Federal funds from each award to cover any unforeseen
expenses, because they cannot use money from one
account to cover expenditures on another. In contrast,
DFAFS creates a single cash pool for recipients which



perm its them to use those funds as needed for any DFAFS
award. Recipients are thus able to monitor and control
cash flow better while keeping the balance of Federal funds
at the institution to a minimum.

Although DFAFS offers distinct advantages to both recipients and
the Federal Government, one problem with the system must be
acknowledged. That is the inaccuracy of data often supplied to
DFAFS by the HEW agencies, which creates difficulties for the
Institutions in reconciling their DFAFS accounts. The DFAFS staff
is fully aware of the problem and has initiated efforts to correct this
deficiency.

For instance, DFAFS and agency staff have been working to
standardize financial data elements on award letters, the initial and
crucial source of information for both DFAFS and recipients.
Literally hundreds of different award forms are currently being
used by HEW. These often have confusing entries, such as two
different locations in HEW for payment. Standardization of the
data elements is expected to alleviate many of the problems
involved in reconciling DFAFS accounts with the recipients' own
records, thus promoting a closer relationship between DFAFSand
its 14,000 recipients.

Despite this problem, universities approached by the Commission
are still enthusiastic about DFAFS. Their chief complaint is that
more Federal programs are not covered by the system. The
Commission also found an enthusiastic endorsement of DFAFS
among officials at Treasury and OMB, although there is no con
sensus on precisely how the model might be expanded or adapted
to other Federal programs. Some officials believe that other
agencies and departments, particularly larger ones with different
components and offices dealing with the same kinds of recipients,
might estatilish comparable systems - paralleling DFAFS - with
the same standardization of concepts, reporting levels, and
procedures. Another option is to expand DFAFS eventually into a
single centralized payment system for the entire Federal
Government.

Whatever the merits of these proposals, the Commission's
research confirms that the system has a potential that should be
explored more fully to the advantage of both recipients and other
agencies of the Federal Government.

Recommendation No.5.
The Commission on Federal Paperwork endorses the concept of
DFAFS as an effective way of streamlining the payment process
and reducing paperwork in one important area of grants and
contracts administration.

Recommendation No.6
The Office of Management and Budget and the Department of
Treasury should systematically evaluate DFAFS and explore ways
of expanding the system to other Federal programs. 31
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These recommendations were adopted by the Commission on
December 3, 1976. In response, the Director of OMB replied on
February 2, 1977 that "We endorse the concept of a consolidated
payment system such as the one used by HEW. It is our under
standing that Treasury is systematically evaluating the HEW
system, and exploring ways of expanding the system to other
Federal prog rams."

OMB Circular A-110
On July 1, 1976, OMB issued Circuiar A-110 establishing "uniform
administrative requirements for grants and other agreements with
institutions of higher education, hospitals, and other nonprofit
organizations." This Circular, whose initial implementation
process was to have been completed early in 1977,will reduce sub
stantially the paperwork burden on the nonprofit sector to which it
applies.

Although Circular A-110 applies to virtually all grants awarded to
the nonprofit sector, it covers only a small fraction of the contracts
performed by these organizations. The substantial contribution
that the Circular makes to the reduction of recordkeeping,
reporting, and other burdens could be enhanced considerably if
the standards set forth in the Circular could be made applicable,
where appropriate, to the majority of Federal contracts for
research, training, demonstration, and public service that are per
formed by nonprofit institutions and organizations. In the absence
of expanded coverage, there will be only partial realization of the
potential benefits of Circular A-110.

H/story. The Circular is the outcome of an effort originated in
September, 1970, by an interagency task force established by
OMB. Between that date and February, 1975, when it was
published in the Federal Register in proposed form, drafts were
subject to circulation, review, discussion, and comment by
interested parties in and outside the Government. Further
comments on the published material were numerous, and the
Circular was issued in its present form July 1,1976.

The 'original intention of the task force had been to embrace both
grants and contracts, excluding only such specialized concerns as
systems development or hardware production, services to Federal
employees or their beneficiaries, operation of federally-funded
research and development centers, the Reserve Officers Training
Corps, the Medicare program, and any awards providing for a fee
or profit or based primarily on cost competition. To obtain agree
ment from the agencies, however, and to provide consistency in
the grants area, OMB limited the Circular's initial coverage to
awards that are not required to conform to procurement
regulations.

Circular A-110 includes 15 Attachments, each establishing
standards in a given area. These are:



A. Cash Depositories
B. Bonding and Insurance
C. Retention and Custodial Requirements for Records
D. Program Income
E. Cost Sharing and Matching
F. Standards for Financial Management Systems
G. Financial Reporting Requirements
H. Monitoring and Reporting Program Performance
I. Payments Requirements
J. Revision of Financial Plans
K. Closeout Procedures
L. Suspension and Termination Procedures
M. Standard Form for Applying for Federal Assistance
N. Property Management Standards
O. Procurement Standards'

Certain aspects of Attachments I and N were discussed earlier in
this section.

Limitation. The Circular applies to, "grants to, and other agree
ments with" the nonprofit sector. It excludes from the term "other
agreements," however, "contracts which are required to be
entered into and administered under procurement laws and regu
lations." Most agencies are permitted by statute to issue either a
grant or a contractforthe bulk of the programs conducted for them
by the nonprofit sector. Their contracts, when they decide to use
that instrument, are subject to the applicable procurement regula
tions, with very few exceptions. Thus, the great majority of
contracts performed in the nonprofit sector remain unaffected by
Circular A-110.

Both grants and contracts have been successfully used for
research, training, and other types of programs performed by
colleges, universities, and other nonprofit organizations. The
failure of Circular A-110to cover contracts meansthata large body
of agreements will continue to be subject to a multitude of differing
policies, procedures, and administrative requirements that are
inconsistent, confusing and burdensome.

Financial Reporting. The Commission examined in detail
Attachment G, Financial Reporting Requirements, as an example
of the items covered by Circular A-110. This topic was chosen
because fiscal reporting directly involves paperwork and because
both university and Government representatives have recognized
it as a problem. Although the problem affects both grants and con
tracts, the uniform standards prescribed by Attachment G are
expected to resolve most of the difficulties under grants. The
problems under contracts fall into four categories:

5Circular A-110's Procurement Standards cover theacquisition of supplies, equip
ment, construction, and otherservices with Federal funds underthe agreements
subject to the Circular. 33
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1. The fact that forms differ from one another requires
respondents to master separate sets of instructions and
apply them as reports fall due. It also inhibits the use of data
processing techniques in providing financial information.

2. Duplication of data arises largely from the dual purpose of
financial reporting. Reports are used in conjunction with
the payment procedure as a means of fiscal control. They
are also used as a management tool in monitoring contract
performance. Such monitoring can indicate potential over
runs, underexpenditures, delays, or other significant varia
tions from prior estimates. Manpower data are frequently
included as part of financial reports, although this infor
mation is not of a fiscal nature.
Despite the differences in purpose, the report forms used
for financial control and for performance monitoring share,
to a striking extent, many of the same details.

3. The troublesome requirements for detailed itemization
arise less frequently from the offices responsible for
payment and financial management than from program
managers charged with monitoring contract performance.
These details often involve individual analysis since they
go beyond what the contractor's accounting system
normally records, although the full detail is always avail
able for audit purposes. It is difficult for contractors to
understand the need or the use for the amount of
itemization demanded.
In many cases, program managers also require a complete
breakdown of the hours orman-monthsdevoted to the
contract by each employee. Details of time spent by
hourly-paid employees are usually available in the
accounting system. The man-month data for salaried
employees, however, are not normally recorded in the
financial ledgers but are more often available in the division
or department where the contract is performed and where
the periodic technical progress reports are prepared.
(Attachment H of Circular A-110 sets forth procedures for
these reports.) .
Manpower data might therefore more properly be included
as a part of these progress reports, which are the major
source of information used for monitoring the contractor's
performance. This would avoid the necessity of shuttling
partially completed report forms back and forth between
two divisions of the institution that may be some distance
apart.

4. The frequency with which financial reports must be
submitted varies widely. Some programs specify only a
final report while others may require them as often as
monthly. Excessive frequency is particularly burdensome
when conslderable detail is demanded, less so when only
basic figures are required.



In a 1976 survey conducted by NACUBO, nearly 75 percent of the
respondents (39 out of 53) considered financial reporting
problems to be among the most burdensome in the grant and
contract field. A large western institution estimated that 9,200staff
hours were spent on the preparation of 909 fiscal reports during
fiscal year 1976. A smaller southern university provided a figure of
4,836 hours, and a midwestern institution, whose program is
relatively small, reported 5,474 hours. Another western university
estimated a saving of at least 1,500 hours if the forms were
designed to permit use of a computer in their preparation. A large
private eastern university stated that "at least 20 man years is
expended each year at _ in preparing fiscal reports." This insti
tution agreed that computer use would result in large economies
but stated that the actual saving would depend upon the degree of
difficulty and detail involved in any standard form.

The differences in individual forms aggravate the problem. One
large northeastern university stated "thatthe types of expenditures
incurred under agency awards really do not vary much at all, yet we
must adapt the data from our accounting records to these various
formats."

Fiscal reporting burdens have also been recognized by Govern
ment personnel. The Department of Health, Education, and Wel
fare, for example, established in the early autumn of 1976 a task
force to study the problem and devise standard forms and instruc
tions for fiscal reports on contracts. The task force proposals are
designed to eliminate unnecessary forms and to permit the use of
the same forms for both fiscal management and program
monitoring. The latter proposal arises from the task force's finding
that the data required for these two purposes was largely repetitive,
consisting primarily of a summary of axpendltures; current and
cumulative, made by the contractor.

Financial reporting requirements are in many cases excessive in
detail and in frequency. A considerable paperwork saving could be
realized if:

• the same form were used for program monitoring and for
fiscal control, since essentially the same data is used for
both purposes;

• the amount of detail and the frequency of reports were
limited to what is needed and used;

• fiscal reporting forms were standardized so that require
ments were compatible and susceptible to computer
technology; and

• manpower data were excluded from financial reports and
incorporated, where needed, as part of the technical
program progress reports described in Attachment H to
Circular A-110.

In considering the application of Circular A-110 to contracts, one
fact must be observed. Contracts are generally subject either to the
Federal Procurement i;legulaiiOns or the Armed Services Procure-
ment Regulation. Several of the Attachments to Circular A-110 35



deal with topics riot treated in these procurement regulations.
Where the samatopics are addressed by both, there may be some
conflicts which would require modifications in Circular A-110 so
that compliance with the procurement regulations can be assured.
Basically, however, the Circular can be applied readily, in large
measure, to the majority of contracts for research, training,
demonstration, and public service that are generally performed in
colleges, universities, hospitals, and other nonprofit institutions.
Such application would not in any way blurthedistinction between
contracts and grants. The identity of each of these instruments can
and should be preserved.
Recommendation No. 7
The Commission on Federal Paperwork endorses the action of
OMB in establishing, by means of Circular No. A-110, a set of
standard administrative requirements that will substantially
reduce the burdens on the nonprofit organizations to which the
Circular applies.

Recommendation No.8
The Director of the Office of Management and Budget Is urged to
extend application of Circular A-110, as earlier contemplated, to
contracts performed by the nonprofit sector, wherever such
action is appropriate. Revisions to the Circular, or alternative
standards, should be provided where necessary to conform to the
major procurement regulations.

Protection of Human SUbjects
The use of human subjects in biomedical and behavioral research
has been the focus of considerable concern in recent years. The
great bulk of this research is performed under the aegis of HEW,
and that Department has developed a set of comprehensive regula
tions designed to provide protection of human subjects. Other
agencies that sponsor such research have also proposed regula
tions, constraints, and injunctions on those who perform the re
search. Some of these are inconsistent with and sometimes in
direct conflict with the HEW regulations. As a result, organiza
tions performing research involving human subjects face report
ing and record keeping requirements that are confusing, duplica
tive, incompatible, and thus unnecessarily burdensome.

Testimony at a Commission hearing in Nashville, Tennessee, on
January 8, 1976,by Lewis Lavine, Assistant to the Vice Chancellor
of Medical Affairs at Vanderbilt University, described the magni
tude of the problem. A clinical investigations committee there
which oversees such research has 20 highly trained members,
meets for two hours twice a month, and requires 6,000 pieces of
paper to complete its assigned agenda.

HEW. The Public Health Service (PHS), a component of HEW, has
for some time been concerned with the protection of human sub
jects in clinical investigations and other projects carried on under
its grants and contracts. The first formal Government regulation
covering extramural programs was issued in 1966. It was preceded
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documented in a monograph by Dr. Mark S. Frankal.s The formal
regulation, Policy and Procedure Order 129, was issued by the
PHS on February 8, 1966,and copies were sent to all grantees and
contractors by the National Institutes of Health (NIH) and other
PHS units.

This Order required grantees to review all applications for clinical
research and investigation, to take steps for consent by and pro
tection of human subjects, and to provide assurance in the grant
application of compliance with PHSpolicy. It was modified on July
1, 1966, when the requirement for separate assurances for each
grant application was replaced by one for an institution-wide
general assurance that would cover all subsequent applications
from that institution.

In 1971,HEW adopted a similar policy as a Department-wide state
ment, incorporated as Chapter 1-40 of the HEW Grants Adminis
tration Manual. The policy, no longer limited to the health field,
applied to all HEW-sponsored programs. It also firmly established
NIH as the cognizant agency within HEW to which the assurances
and reports required by the policy were to be directed. Both of
these policies have remained in effect.

The HEW rules were subsequently strengthened and codified as
Part 46 of Title 45 of the Code of Federal Regulations (45 CFR 46).
Notice of proposed rulemaking appeared in the Federal Register
October 9, 1973. Final rules were published May 30, 1974,
(reprinted with some technicalamendments March 13, 1975),
comments in the interim having been received from more than 200
sources.

ERDA. Proposed rules for the protection of human subjects were
published by the Energy Research and Development Administra
tion (ERDA) in the Federal Register on August 17, 1976. The
preamble to the proposed rules stated that they were "substan
tially the same as those adopted by the Department of Health,
Education, and Welfare." There were sufficient differences,
however, to stimulate considerable comment, and the agency, in
announcing its final rules (10 CFR 745) in the Federal Register for
November 30, 1976, included the following statement:

Although ERDA intended to substantially duplicate the
policies and procedures adopted by HEW (40 FR 11854,
March 13, 1975), comments received in response to the pro
posed regulations identified differences that needed to be
resolved between the two sets of regulations.

"Mark Frankel, Public Health Service Guidelines Governing Research Involving
Human Subjects: An Analysis of the Policy-Making Process, Program of Policy
Studies in Science and Technology, Monograph No. 10, George WashingtonUni- 37
versity (Washington, D.C.: 1972).
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Some of these differences are described below:
• Institutional Review Boards. The proposed ERDA regula

tions stated that no Board shall consist of a majority of
persons who are officers, employees, or agents of, or are
otherwise associated with the institution, apart from their
membership on the Board (emphasis added). This lan
guage differed from HEW's, which stated that such officers,
employees, or agents may not constitute an entire Board.
ERDA's final rule (745.6(b) (4) ) was identical to that of
HEW, acceding to comments. These comments pointed
out, among other compelling arguments, the difficulty of
finding persons outside the institution, particularly those
not located in metropolitan areas, with sufficient
experience and expertise to fulfill the qualifications estab
lished for Board members.

• Action on Proposals. The original ERDA proposal re
quired that each application involving human subjects at
risk must be reviewed and approved prior to its submis
sion to ERDA. While the Administrator of ERDA was
authorized to provide otherwise, no indication was given of
any plan to establish, as HEW did, agrace period asagency
practice.
The final ERDA rule specified (745.11 (a) ) the acceptabil
ity of a written assurance that a review is planned or in
progress and that its results will be forwarded within 60
days. This change was in response to comments pointing
out the many cases of short lead time arising, as one com
mentator stated, because of agency delay in announcing
the deadline, because of the limited period often permitted
for response to Requests for Proposals, because of over
load, or unfortunate timing of the investigator's responsi
bilities, because of the development of new data, and
similar valid conditions.

• Records. HEW regulations provide that copies of all
documents used in Institutional Review Board reviews are
to be retained by the institution subject to the terms and
conditions of the awards. Under HEW practice, the period
of retention is normally three years and virtually never
more than five years. The original ERDA regulation
departed from that of HEW by requiring that copies of all
documents used in reviews

are to be retained by the institution permanently unless
permission is obtained from the Administrator to
destroy specific records. Upon termination of the life of
the institution, the foregoing documents, will be
transferred to ERDA for further retention.

The final ERDA language (745.19(a) ) omitted the last
sentence in the cited passage, in response to comments
related to the institutions' obligation to protect the privacy
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agreement to transfer such records to a Government
agency subject to the Freedom of Information Act.

ERDA did not, however, revise its requirement for
permanent retention, and this remains as a distinct
departure from the HEW rules. The ERDA rulemakers
appeared unmoved by comments that Review Board
approval is, in some cases (for example, in sensitive
matters such as drug abuse), specifically conditioned on
the investigator's agreement to destroy materials which
reveal the subject's identity as soon as the data are
aggregated and the study completed; by comments that
the requirement would involve storage of thousands of
consent forms and other documentation into perpetuity,
unless permission is obtained to destroy specific records,
which would appear to require lists of prodigious length; or
by the wry comment from the Chairman of Harvard Uni
versity's Institutional Review Board: "Think of the accu
mulation of records we would have here at Harvard' had this
regulation been in effect in 1636."

CPSC. The Consumer Product Safety Commission (CPSC) pub
lished in the Federal Register of September 2,1976, its proposed
rules on the protection of human subjects. Its language closely
followed that of the HEW rules but differed from it in some signifi
cant respects.

One major difference concerned the written assurances required
of recipients or prospective recipients of grants or contracts,
stating that they will comply with the agency's regulations on
human subjects and describing the manner of their compliance. A
general assurance describes the procedures applicable to all activ
ities supported by the agency. A special assurance applies to a
single activity or project. Under HEW rules (46.5L a special
assurance "will not be solicited or accepted from an institution
which has on file with DHEW anapproved general assurance." For
this reason, HEW's requirements (46.4) for general and special
assurances include several elements in common.

The CPSC rules permit an organization to submit acopy of its HEW
general assurance, with no need for a separate one for CPSC. The
CPSC also states, however: "A special assurance will be required
from an organization although it has an approved general
assurance on file." This departure from HEW procedure, while
retaining HEW's descriptions of the two types of assurance, means
that each proposal to CPSC must be accompanied by a consid
erable body of detail that is already in that Commission's hands.

Ihe CPSC rules have other variations from HEW language, some
.substantive and others merely matters of paraphrase. Even the
latter are sufficient to have elicited questions, and they require that
each institution concerned must carefully study several pages of
regulatory phraseology and compare them with its procedures.
Final CPSC rules had not been published at press time. 39



ONR. A clause entitled "Use of Human Volunteers as Subjects"
was developed by the Office of Naval Research (ONR) in 1974.This
clause, among other things, directed contractors to adhere to the
HEW regulations as set forth in 45 CFR 46. It further stated that, in
the event of ambiguity or inconsistency, the ONR provisions would
govern. The major conflicts between the ONR and HEW rules
concern the legal capacity of the subject to give consent and the
acceptability of consent given by another person on behalf of a
subject. There is some reason to believe that the ONR language
was derived, at least in.part, from a previous regulation applying to
uniformed personnel who were patients in naval or military
hospitals. The problems have not yet been resolved. The clause,
however, is not incorporated into all contracts as originally
intended, but isconfined to those that involve hazardous situations
for human subjects.

National Commission. The National Commission for the Protec
tion of Human Subjects of Biomedical and Behavioral Research
was established by Section 201 of the National Research Act,
Public Law 93-348,July 12,1974. The National Commission's func
tions are associated primarily with HEW, but Section 202(a) (3) of
the act instructs it to conduct an investigation and study to deter
mine the need for a mechanism to assure protection of human sub
jects in programs not subject to HEW requtattons - that is,
sponsored by other agencies. The statute says further: "If the Com
mission determines that such a mechanism is needed, it shall
develop and recommend to the Congress such a mechanism." The
National Commission is scheduled to go out of existence Decem
ber 31, 1977, but there is some indication that it may be made a
permanent body.

Findings. The protection of human subjects is a topic in which
there has been a clear and proper preemption of the field bya lead
agency: NIH acting on behalf of HEW. If other agencies are per
mitted to deviate from or even to paraphrase the NIH/HEW regula
tions, the result will be unnecessary duplication of reporting,
recordkeeping, and other activities on the part of the Government
as well as the organization involved. Some agencies, including the
National Science Foundation and the Department of Agriculture,
have accepted the NIH/HEW regulations by reference, without
finding it necessary to paraphrase, interpret, or expatiate. Others,
even while recognizing HEW's precedence, phrase their regula
tlons so as to require conformity to their own policies. This creates
conflict if future changes in their policies and in HEW's are not
identical and simultaneous. In addition, it requires multiple sub
mission of general assurances, which are frequently intricate and
lengthy documents and which must be updated periodically.

The Interagency Task Force on Higher Education Reporting
Burden, whose report was issued December 14, 1976, included
representation from the Commission on Federal Paperwork and 14
other executive branch agencies. Its report (see Appendix B) spe
cifically cited human subjects protection as an area in which a
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interest in order to minimize the reporting and recordkeeping
burden.

Recommendation No.9
Cognizance for regulations in the specific area olthe protection of
human subjects should be assIgned to the Department of Health,
Education, and Welfare, acting with the advIce and consent of an
approprIate interagency committee.

No agency other than HEW should be permitted to paraphrase,
interpret or particularize these regulations. Enforcement respon
sIbilities may, if desired, be assigned to other agencIes, partIcu
larly if the organization involved has no grant orcontractwith HEW
In which human subjects are used. However, In the regulations for
a controversial subject of this nature there should be a mechanIsm
for the Federal Government to speak with one voIce.

Single Agency Cognizance
There has been a steady increase in the number of areas in which,
as in the case of human subject protection, the Federal Govern
ment interacts with individuals and organizations of all types. Each
individual and organization is likely to deal with agrowing number
of Federal agencies, each with its own regulations, constraints,
and injunctions. In the absence of interagency coordination, these
regulations may very well be inconsistent with one another and in
some cases even be in direct conflict.

The cognizant agency concept has been used for many years as a
means of coordinating Federal requirements in a given area. Such
coordination is particularly needed when the area and the require
ments are technical, complicated, or not readily comprehensible.
Examples include the Internal Revenue Service, the Patent Office,
the Copyright Office, and the Cost Accounting Standards Board.
Another instance is the cognizance over Federal statistical activ
ities which has been assigned to the Statistical Policy Division of
OMB. These agencies have been assigned complete responsi
bility, within the limits imposed by statute, for the development of
all regulations in their fields. In other words, they are the cognizant
agencies in their areas.

A lesseffective arrangement is one in which a single agency acts as
the lead agency, providing the major initiative. Under the lead
agency concept, in contrast to that of the cognizant agency, separ
ate regulations may be issued by agencies other than the lead
agency, with a strong possibility of inconsistency, incompatibility,
or conflict.

In some cases, cognizance may be assigned to two or more
agencies, each being given a mutually exclusive area. In one
instance, the equal employment opportunity requirements for
Government contractors have been divided by sectors:
cognizance for contract compliance in the education and other
nonprofit sectors has been assigned to HEW, as pointed out in a
later section. In another instance, the financial audit and negotia- 41



tion cognizance for each college and university was assigned to a
single agency. This was accomplished through the Office of Man
agement and Budget Circular A-88, first issued May 15,1968. This
Circular, subsequently but temporarily renamed FMC 73-6,
assigned most of these institutions to HEW, although others are
under the cognizance of the Departments of Defense or Interior or
of the Energy Research and Development Administration. These
assignments have meant that each institution needs to deal with
only one agency, a development that has proven more efficient for
the agencies as well as for the institutions.

Use of the cognizant agency principle was suggested in this
section for the protection of human subjects, and it is recom
mended in a later section for equal opportunity reporting. A further
example, the disposition of patent rights under federally
sponsored programs, is given below. In addition, one section ofthe
Commission's health report deals with the cognizant agency con
cept as a long-term approach for the elimination of unnecessary
paperwork. The principle, as a long range approach, has potential
value in the resolution of future problems and, indeed, in the pre
vention of problems.

Patent Rights. The disposition of rights to patents made under
Government-sponsored contracts and grants was the subject of a
Memorandum and Statement of Government Patent Policy issued
by the President October 10, 1963. Some revisions, based on the
results of studies and of experience gained under the 1963.State
ment, were incorporated into a revised Presidential Statement
issued August 23, 1971.

The Federal Council for Science and Technology, recognizing that
a substantial amount of research is funded by the Government at
universities and nonprofit organizations, established a University
Patent Policy Subcommittee to determine whether special patent
procedures for that sector may be required in order to facilitate
utilization of inventions. TheSubcommittee, headed byNormanJ.
Latker, Chief of the Patent Branch in the office of the HEW Gen
eral Counsel, concluded that there are valid reasons for special
procedures and suggested specific measures.

The Subcommittee report' described four different approaches
now being used by different agencies for the allocation of patent
rights under research grants and contracts with universities and
nonprofit institutions. One of these involves the use of an Institu
tional Patent Agreement (IPA) for those institutions that are found
to have an established technology transfer program that is con
sistent with the stated objectives of the Presidential policy. This
procedure, already successfully used by HEW and the National
Science Foundation, is recommended by the Subcommittee for
use by all agencies, within the constraints, of course, of their
statutory authority.

7Federal councn forScienceand Technology, Report of the Universtty Ad Hoc Sub
committee of the Executive Subcommittee of the Committee on Government
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A second procedure, now used by the Department of Defense, is
based upon a "special situation" interpretation under the Presi
dential Statement, which also permits determination of patent
rights when the contract or grant is awarded. The other two proce
dures, used by all other major agencies, involve a case-by-case
decision on each invention, which requires the preparation,
review, and response of detailed data on each separate invention
and entails a substantial amount of administrative work on the part
of both the institutions and the Government.

A proposed revision to the Federal Procurement Regulations
(FPR), implementing the Subcommittee's proposals, has been
circulated for comment both within and outside the Government. If
the revision is adopted, the Department of Defense has indicated a
disposition to amend similarly the Armed Services Procurement
Regulation (ASPR). Although both FPR and ASPR apply only to
contracts, the proposed regulations have been written for applica
tion to grants as well, and the major agencies are understood to be
prepared to include grants under the IPA procedure.

Adoption of this procedure on a Government-wide basis would, as
the Subcommittee report states, eliminate to the extent possible
the wide difference in treatment of a particular institution doing
similar work for different agencies (page 18), and reduce the
administrative burden on all the parties concerned (page 19). In
this instance, the Subcommittee has acted as a cognizant agency
in designing a consistent procedure for all agencies. The success
of this procedure will require the maintenance of a list of the insti
tutions and organizations that have demonstrated their technol
ogy transfer capability and thus their eligibility for an Institutional
Patent Agreement. A single cognizant agency could readily
maintain this list.

Findings. The cognizant agency principle has proven effective in
coordinating Federal requirements in a given area, particularly
when the requirements are intricate and difficult to understand.
Cognizance may be assigned to a single agency or be divided into
mutually exclusive spheres with different agencies having cogni
zance for each. When several agencies issue separate regulations
with respect to the same subject, inconsistencies, conflicts, and
burdensome duplications can arise. Even when a lead agency has
published a carefully devised code, these incompatibilities may
occur, some inadvertently and others by design.

Sole authority to promulgate regulations in the particular field
must be assigned to the agency to which cognizance is given,
although enforcement of these regulations may in some cases be
assigned elsewhere. Even if an agency encounters an unforeseen
problem that requires revision of the regulations, such revision
must be made by the cognizant agency.

Attention has been given recently to the cognizant agency
principle. For example, the Interagency Task Force on Higher
Education Burden Reduction, to which the Commission staff con-
tributed, proposed that the principle be applied where appro- 43
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priate. This appears as Recommendation No. 16 of the Task Force
Report. (See Appendix S.)

Although the cognizant agency principle should be considered for
subject areas that are recognized today, its potential use for those
that will arise in the future should not be overlooked.

Recommendation No. 10
The Commission on Federal Paperwork endorses the cognizant
agency concept as a useful tool, particularly in cases that Involve
regulations that are technically intricate and require specialized
experience for full comprehension and conformance. The Com
mission recommends to ON/B that the .asslgnment of a cognizant
agency be considered in all cases of/his nature where two or more
agencies have overlapping jurisdictions that might result In
duplicative or inconsistent regulations.



III.
Student Aid

During the 1960's, the number of public and private institutions of
higher education increased by morethan 500and enrollment more
than doubled, rising from 3.6 million in 1960 to 8 million in 1970.
The same period saw a tremendous growth in both the number of
student aid programs and the total amount of financial assistance
available to students from local, State, and Federal government,
and institutional and private sources. In the mid-1950's the total
amount of financial assistance available to postsecondary
students was estimated at $96 million. By the mid-1970's this
amount had grown to nearly $6.1 billion.
The National Defense Education Act of 1958 introduced Federal
financial aid through the National Defense Student Loans. The
Higher Education Act of 1965 established equality of access to
postsecondary education as a national priority and initiated a
program of Federal grants to low-income students, a guaranteed
student loan program, and Federal subsidies for part-timework. In
the enactments that followed, Federal support for student aid
steadily increased, reaching a peak with the Education Amend
ments of 1972.
This statute established a program of "Basic Educational Oppor
tunity Grants" that was based on the assumption that all students
are entitled to assistance to attend institutions of postsecondary
education. The program was designed as the foundation or "floor"
upon which, ultimately, all student aid would be based. Since its
inception, the Basic Grants Program has grownrapidly in terms of
dollars expended and the number of recipients. Appropriations
were increased from $122.1 million in the first year (1973-1974) to
$1.69 billion in the fourth year (1976-1977), while the number of
recipients increased from 185,249 to an estimated 1,900,000.The
Federal Government is now the major contributor of studentfinan
cial aid, providing over 80 percent of the funds available for this
purpose.
Equally significant is the increased Federal influence on policies
and procedures affecting the entire financial aid system. For
example, OE regulations issued in 1975 required, among other
things, annual OE approval of every formula used by institutions
for determining "reasonable" parental contributions to post
secondary education. Increased Federal involvement has also
meant increased paperwork. The Government has not only made
available funds for needy students but has also issued rules and
regulations specifying to whom and how these funds can be
awarded and requiring follow-up reports on how funds were
expended.
The enormous growth in financial aid - in particular the increased
Federal involvement - has brought with it a number of problems
for students, their parents, and educational institutions. The rapid
implementation of relatively massive Federal programs, together
with the increasing tendency of the Federal Government to direct 4



the provision of student aid, has often resulted in duplicative and
unrealistic data requests. The first two parts of this section analyze
specific paperwork problems inherent in particular student aid
programs and recommend solutions which could be implemented
relatively quickly. These problems also provide insight into other
more fundamental issues: the need for greater coordination of aid
programs at the Federal level and, equally important, the need for
greater coordination among all student aid programs - local,
State and Federal, institutional and private. The final part of this
section presents Commission findings and recommendations
related to these more basic problems.

Guaranteed Student Loan Program
The single largest student aid program is the Guaranteed Student
Loan Program (GSLP) created by Title IV, Part B of the Higher
Education Act of 1965. During its first eight years of operation, it
served 8.8 million students and lent $9.5 billion. The GSLP insures
loans to students in two ways: through the 26 States that operate
their own State Guarantee Agencies; and through a variety of
private lenders in the remaining States and territories under the
Federally Insured Student Loan (FISL) program.

In the first year of the FISL program, students completed only one
application but, as information elements were added over the
years, by the 1976 fiscal year applicants were required to com
plete three separate forms to secure one loan.

Student Application for Federally Insured Loan (OE: Form 1154,
3/71) was the first form an applicant, school and lender com
pleted. It was 21 inches long, in triplicate, with instructions for
completing the form printed on the reverse side. Such a location
for instructions was awkward, particularly if the applicant were
using a typewriter and had to reinsert the form each time it was
necessary to resort to the instructions.

Approximately two-thirds of the information requests on Form
1154 were directed to the student; the others were directed about
equally to the school attended and to the lender. Instructions for
the school and lender were on the reverse side also.

Student Loan Application Supplement(OE Form 1260, 1/73) was
the second form required of students, schools and lenders. Form
1260 required seven information items each from students and
schools to be repeated from Form 1154. Instructions were again on
the reverse side of this triplicate form, but their location was so
indicated on the face sheet.

Addendum to Lender's Report of Guaranteed Student Loan (OE
Form 1070), Student Loan Application Supplement (OE Form
1260) was the third form, required of students only. It explained in
an 11-inch page the information required by the Equal Credit
Opportunity Act and the Privacy Act. At the bottom of the page the
student could waive the requirement that OE keep an accounting
of disclosures of information necessary to process and service the

46 loan, including possible transfer and ultimate collection.



The National Association of Student Financial Aid Administrators
(NASFAA) reported that these forms contained duplicative student
identification data and, further, the existence of three separate
applications increased the possibilities of having parts of the total
application become separated from the other parts or lost.

Compounding the problem was the fact that State Guarantee
Agency loans reinsured by GSLP also usually required three
separate student application forms. Except for additional infor
mation required in some instances by State law, the information re
quested was the same as inthe FISL program and frequently in the
same format. States must meet the basic requirements of the
Higher Education Act of 1965, but may enact additional require
ments that are not contrary to Federal law.

As a result of suggestions from postsecondary education associa
tions, the Office of Guaranteed Student Loans (OGSL) initiated
steps to solve the multiple application problem in the FISL
program. A mock-up was developed of a booklet containing a
single application form and readily apparent instructions and
information. The single application form combined the previous
three, reducing data items by 21 for students and 14forschools by
omitting duplicative and unessential items.

The proposed new FISL form utilizes standard-sized paper to
simplify handling by the student and file storage by the agencies. It
contains some new information items from students to assist in
curbing the growing default rates as well as information on
changes in loan limits and eligibility enacted October 12, 1976, in
the Education Amendments of 1976 (P.L. 94-482).

OGSL staff also consulted State Guarantee Agency staffs which
comprise the National Council of Higher Education Loan
Programs in an effort to achieve consolidation of their multiple
student application forms.
Recommendation No. 11
The U.S. Commissioner of Education should gIve hIgh prIority
to consolidating the three student application forms In the
Federally Insured Student Loan application cycle for the 1977-78
school year.

Recommendation No. 12
Each of the 26 State Guarantee Agencies should consolidate its
student application forms as soon as possIble.

Recommendations Nos. 11 and 12 were adopted by the
Commission December 3,1976. The Commissioner of Education
replied on January 14, 1977, that "completion of the application
redesign project is expected to coincide with the beginning of the
1977-78 academic year, as per the Commission's recommenda
tion." Replies from several State agencies indicate that some have
completed consolidation of their application forms.

Campus-Based Programs
Unlike the Guaranteed Student Loan program and the Basic 4



Educational Opportunity Grant (BEOG) program, which provide
funds directly to students, the three campus-based Federal
programs provide funds indirectly to students through their insti
tutions. Under these programs, funds are allocated to colleges and
universities which then are free, within general constraints, to
select the students to whom these Federal funds should be
awarded.

Although the campus-based programs have not experienced as
rapid a rate of growth as the GSLP or the BEOG, either in terms of
the appropriations or recipients, they have been a source of
serious paperwork problems for the more than 4,000 institutions
which annually apply for support. Indeed the campus-based
programs constitute a case history of "bad" paperwork, illustrat
ing some of the unfortunate consequences forthe Federal Govern
ment, as well as the higher education community, of excessive and
unrealistic data requests.

The three campus-based programs are administered by OE's Divi
sion of Student Financial Assistance. One of these programs, the
Supplemental Educational Opportunity Grants (SEOG), provides
grants of from $200 to $1,500 a year to students of "exceptional"
financial need who would be unable to continue their education
without such a grant. The second program, College Work-Study
(CWS), subsidizes the part-time employment of needy students,
while the National Direct Student Loan (NDSL) program supports
long-term, low interest loans. These three programs are generally
regarded as supplementary to other forms of student assistance
(e.g. Basic Educational Opportunity Grants), and financial aid
officers "package" the various aid components in different ways,
depending on available funds and student circumstances.

Federal funding is initially allotted to the States according to statu
tory formulas based essentially on enrollment. Funding levels for
institutidns within each State are recommended by regional review
panels which base their decisions primarily on the institution's
previous utilization of funds and the aggregate financial need of its
students. An institution applies each fall for support of all three
programs on a single consolidated form commonly referred to as
the "Tripartite Application."

In the early years of the campus-based programs, this form was
relatively simple, requlrlnq only minimal data on enrollment and
institutional needs. Starting in 1971, OE sought to collect addi
tional information to build a national matrix shOWing the aggregate
financial need of all students on each campus. The aim was to
demonstrate total need to the Congress and to target funds to
those institutionswhose students had the greatest need. In the
course of this project, the application was expanded drastically.
However, despite the increased data requests, there were no major
shifts in funding because the State allotment formulas were pre
served. Although the targeting concept was dropped, the massive
application has remained. .

Institutional Burdens. Applicants report that the Tripartite Appli-
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survey conducted by NASFAA, the average institution spends four
to six weeks gathering the data and preparing the application.
Completion of the form frequently interferes with other profes
sional responsibilities, for instance, reducing time available for
student counseling.

The current application is 15 pages' and so complex that OE has
found it necessary to issue a 17-page set of instructions to accom
pany the form. Applicants are required to supply three sets of
figures - for the preceding, current and following academic years
- for each of the following items:

• Enrollment: number of undergraduate and graduate
students eligible to participate in any of the programs;

• College Work-Study Request: number of actual and
estimated recipients according to location of employment
(on campus/off campus), average award, gross compen
sation to students;

• NDSL Request: number of actual and estimated recip
ients, average loan, total loans advanced to students, Iitiga
tion and collection costs on defaults, cash on hand, reim
bursements for loans cancelled for creditable teaching and
mil itary service;

• SEOG Request: number of actual and estimated recip
Ients, average grant, total funds expended and requested;

• Institutional Need Analysis: total number of students
needing financial assistance and the figures used to sup
port the analysis (e.g. estimates of family contribution,
average cost, etc.);

• Costs for Needy Students: detailed breakdown of costs
(tUition, board and room, etc.) for single and married
students, for those living with parents and those living
alone;

• Familr. Resources: breakdown of average and total family
contrtbuttons for single and married students;

• Other Resources: detailed breakdown of other sources of
aid (Basic Grants, Veterans' Benefits, institutional aid, etc.)
according to number of students, dollar amounts, and size
of average award.

In addition, the applicant institution must furnish a description of
all key personnel (specifying their years of experience, functions,
and percentage of time devoted to administration of student fin
ancial aid programs), a narrative describing the method of projec-

"lnetltutlons which received funds tor the past two years and whose current re
quests do not exceed 110 percentof previous allocation maysubmita shortened
version of the application. The use of the two forms (the so-calledshortand long
forms) which are based on different criteria for review-the long form primarily on
the aggregate financial need of students; the short on the institution's previous
utilization of funds - has created problems for reviewers and contributed to in-
equities in the distribution of funds (see p.51 below). The short form and other 4Caspects of the Tripartite Appllcatlon are currently under review by OE. . ,



tion, and summary of institutional aid expenditures over a three
year period.

Probably the most burdensome aspect of the application (aside
from the sheer mass of data requested) is the frequent require
ment that institutions make estimates from samples and weigh cer
tain factors in order to arrive at reasonable projections of the de
tailed costs of education, student resources and financial need for
both the current and following academic years. Officials of many
institutions claim that some of the data are impossible to obtain.

For example, while fairly reasonable estimates fot the following
year can be provided on the amount of aid available from the insti
tution's own resources, it is impossible to know the number of
students who will be eligible for Basic Grants orthe amount of such
awards. The Basic Grants are subject to annual appropriations
which in the past have been either underutilized or have required
supplemental enactments. The rate of participation by students
varies annually. Further, the awards are not determined by the
institution. Similarly, estimates on the availability of loans and off
campus employment can only be made by guessing at future con
ditions in the local loan and labor markets.

Agency Burdens. OE regional offices report that the application
requires an inordinate expenditure of their own staff time and
costly, complex panel review procedures-. In 1975, for example,
Region V (the largest region) received 740 applications each con
taining 15 pages and 1,362 data cells. Following established pro
cedures, the staff must check and edit each application for
completeness, conformity with guidelines, and the accuracy of
mathematical calculations. (One error can throw off the entire
request.) Thus, 1,007,880 data items had to be edited in Region V
alone.

Estimates of regional staff time expended in the entire application
process (which includes workshops for applicants, editing of
applications, panels and postpanel appeals boards) range from
approximately 20 percent in smaller regions such as Region I
(Boston) to 40 or even 50 percent in Region V (Chicago). The inor
dinate expenditure of staff time has become a source of increas
ing concern because staff are diverted from other critical tasks,
such as monitoring programs, to handle the paperwork.

The mass of data and the number of items also make the panel
members' task of reviewing applications extremely difficult. In
1975,OE found it necessary to issue a 50-page set of guidelines to
assist panelists - another indication of the unmanageable nature
of the form. The process is further complicated by the fact that
panelists must often recalculate data items if they exceed the
"yardsticks" set by the panel. (The Widely-differing estimates sub
mitted by applicants often force panels to impose yardsticks for

..costs such as board and room as a basis for judging the reason
ableness of applications. The yardsticks are based on compari
sons of entries from similar institutions within the region.) Given
the mass of data and the need for recalculations, some panels indi-
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evaluate each application. Panel sessions could perhaps be
extended but, in the opinion of many reviewers, the problem lies
more with the volume and complexity of the data to be consid
ered than the duration of panel reviews which are already con
siderable and, in most regions, last a week, or two.
Questionable Benefits. The burdens on applicants and regional
staff might be justified if the application achieved reasonable
results. However, there is considerable evidence that it does not. It
is widely acknowledged by Government officials and members of
the financial aid community that the current form encourages the
inflation of applications; that is, it encourages institutions to
submit requests which do not reflect the actual financial need of
their students. This probiem was highlighted in a General
Accounting Office (GAO) report issued in 1974:

The process through which educational institutions are allo
cated funds under GWS, NDSL and SEOGs does not ensure
an equitable distribution ofappropriated funds. Some educa
tional institutions submit applications which do not reflect
accurate estimates of student need ofanticipated applicants.
Regional panels convened by OE to review applications and
recommend amounts to be allotted to the schools do not
always identify and make appropriate adjustments to these
applications.

A 1976 NASFAA study disciosed that 68 percent of the panelists
who participated in a survey believed that "many to most applica
tions were inflated."
Knowledgeable Government officials trace the problem of inflated
requests to the changes that were made in the Tripartite Applica
tion in 1971. Initially, institutions had been asked how much they
had spent on programs and how much would be needed the follow
ing year, based on anticipated changes in enrollment. The results,
according to OE officials, were fairly realistic estimates of institu
tional need. The new application, however, required institutions to
supply estimates on all students by income category. The problem
was that most colleges and universities had not systematically
been collectinq this information and were not prepared to respond.
As a result, even well-meaning institutions built in projections that
showed more financial need than they actually had. This initial un
realistic data request triggered an unfortunate cycle which con
tinues to plague OE: panels now almost routinely reduce applica
tions, on the assumption that most are inflated, while many col
leges and universities continue to inflate their requests, knowing
from previous experience that their allocation will be only a small
percentage of what had been requested. This is not an attempt by
the institutions to defraud the Government; rather, as the GAO
report stated, cotleqes and universities are forced to "play the
game" to meet the real needs of their students.

The current form contributes to the inflation of applications by
forcing institutions to speculate on the future and by accepting
unauditable data. This point was the principal finding in a 1976
study of the Tripartite Application undertaken by Region V
officials:



The application assumes that the answers are statistically
sound, but in fact there is no way that much of the data can be
audited . . . Decisions on funding are made on projected
figures and these projections cannot be validated until the
following year . . .

Compounding the problem is the fact that figures in the applica
tion are not even compared with available historical data to
determine if the estimates are reasonable. Each institution, for
instance, must submit annually a Fiscal Operations Report which
requires, among other things, data on actual funds expended and
the number of student applicants who were not aided because of
insufficient funds. Although these reports could be a valuable re
source for the panels, the GAO study found that only three of the
seven panels surveyed used the reports in their reviews.
Further, staff review indicates that much of the application data is
not used in arriving atfinal award decisions - in spite of the inordi
nate time and expense spent gathering, editing and massaging the
data. Afterthe panels have met, their recommendations and the full
applications are sent to Washington where data is entered into a
computer for statistical analysis and generation of award letters.
The Director of the Student Financial Aid Division informed the
Commission that, in 1975, less than a dozen data items were pulled
from the applications for storage in the computer bank.
Findings. Without exception, OE officials, panelists and financial
aid officers who were contacted by the Commission agreed that
the current application is highly undesirable for one or more of the
reasons discussed above. In response to complaints from the fi
nancial aid community and regional offices, OE has organized sev
eral task forces to review the application and devise ways of simpli
fying procedures. Possibilities under consideration include
changing the current panel allocation system to a formula
approach based either on enrollment or previous utilization of
funds. .
It appears that OE has been moving in a direction that would place
greater reliance on data that is readily available and verifiable,
while minimizing the number of detailed and often unreasonable
estimates currently required. This is a direction that the Commis
sion believes should be pursued vigorously in the interest of both
the efficiency and effectiveness of data collection. The approach
seeks to address the major problem with the current system: the
inability of institutions to estimate accurately and of the agency to
validate promptly such a mass of data.
Another possibility that should be fully explored is consolidation of
the application and the Fiscal Operations Report into a shortened
and redesigned form. This would eliminate duplicative data items
while making critical historical data available to the panels.
Recommendation No. 13
The Office of Education should: give a high priorfty to shortening
and simplifying the Tripartite Application;

Recommendation No. 14
Consider approaches that place greater reliance on data that is
readily available and verifiable, while minimizing the number of
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Recommendation No. 15
Consider, as a first step, the elimination of those data items that
may be impossible for institutions to obtain: projections on BasIc
Grants, State Scholarships and Grants, Veterans Benefits, other
loans, other employment and other sources of aId;
Recommendation No. 16
Explore the possibility of merging the application and FIscal
Operations Report into a redesigned form; and
Recommendation No. 17
Continue to work closely with representatives of the National
Association of Student FInancial Aid AdmInIstrators In a/l phases
of the planning and development of a new and Improved
application.
These recommendations were adopted by the Commission on
February 25, 1977. In response, the Office of Education replied to
the Commission on March 25, 1977, that its Division of Student
Financial Aid had:

• Initiated proposed rule changes within the regulatory
structure of each program, which will be subject to broad
public comment. These modified regulations will, when
published this year, govern a vastly foreshortened and
simplified form to be used in the fall.

• Proposed that, except for institutions which are first-time
applicants, this application will secure verifiable data - a
most important change.

• Recommended that, in light of organizational changes in
the student aid programs and the potential for continued
consolidation and streamlining of reporting requirements
during FY 1978, they will not attempt modification of the
fiscal report for these programs, to be used in recording
current year expenditures. However, there are plans to sim
plify and streamline this document for the 1978 reporting
year.

• Engaged in widespread consultation with student aid ad
ministrators, national leadership in the higher education
community and others concerning this important easing of
the paperwork burden.

More detailed information was promised "on the end product when
it is available this summer."
Toward a Single Application
The specific paperwork problems inherent in the Guaranteed
Student Loan and campus-based programs illustrate another more
fundamental problem: the lack of close coordination among Fed
eral student aid programs, in particular between the BEaG and the
other aid programs administered by the Office of Education. The
BEaG program has brought massive amounts of financial aid to
students, but, to cite one example, the current application and allo
cation system for the campus-based programs does not yet reflect
the full effects of the BEaG program, which is now the foundation
of all student financial aid.
The Tripartite system was not designed to accommodate a new
and massive source of funds. The "short form" of the Tripartite
Application, discussed above, was based on the assumption that
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institutional need had already been established through previously
submitted "long forms" and that an institution submitting the
"short" form was seeking only to continue its aid programs at the
current rate with a certain increase attributable to inflation. This
assumption does .not take into account the fact that the "long
forms," in many instances, were submitted prior to the emergence
of the BEOG program, and their information on other resources is
obsolete.
In recognition of this and other problems resulting from over
lapping programs, OE student aid programs were recently reor
ganized into a single Bureau of Student Financial Assistance.
Previously, administration of OE's seven student grant and loan
programs was divided between two offices: the Office of
Guaranteed Student Loans which oversaw that massive program,
and the Bureau of Postsecondary Education which administered
the other six student assistance programs (BEOG, CWS, NDSL,
SEOG, State Student Incentive grants, and cooperative education
awards). The two offices had different policies and procedures and
little continuing contact or cooperation.
Although the paperwork implications of this reorganization are not
yet clear, the action appears to be a necessary preliminary step for
improved coordination and management of these programs. It
offers, for instance, the opportunity for greater sharing of infor
mation among the programs and possibly the development of a
coordinated and computerized data management information sys
tem for all OE student aid programs in place of the separate sys
tems for each program currently in operation.
Consolidation of OE student aid programs in a single office, then,
has potential for reducing paperwork and streamlining the student
aid system at the Federal level. This, however, is only one, albeit a
very important, aspect of the paperwork problem as it relates to the
deliveryof student financial aid. .
Any serious study of paperwork problems inherent in student aid
programs must recognize the interconnected nature of the Federal
student aid programs with those from local, State, institutional,
and private sources. Federal student assistance represents only a
part of the entire constellation of aid programs which have dif
ferent purposes, policies, schedules, and procedures. The impact
of so many diverse programs and procedures on the student is the
subject of these pages.
One of the fundamental problems is simply the numberof applica
tions and needs analysis forms that students and parents must
complete to demonstrate their eligibility for assistance. A student
may file a separate financial aid application with each college or
university to which admission is sought, another to a State agency
for State scholarship, and possibly a third for a Federal Basic
Educational Opportunity Grant. In addition, the student may
submit an application for a Federally Insured Student Loan aswell
as separate applications for scholarships or grants from private
sources. To complete these forms, students and their parents must
assemble information from income tax forms and other records
and manipulate the data in different ways to respond to slightly dif
ferent Questions on tha vartous fnrm.c:;



Multiple methods or systems for determining financial need com
pound the problem. There are three major national systems for
needs analysis - those of the American College Testing Program
(ACT) and the College Scholarship Service (CSS), which provide
to colleges and universities determinations of parental ability to
pay postsecondary education costs, and the BEO<3 Analysis,
which has its own eligibility determination procedures.
In addition, an institution may use the income tax method while
some State agencies utilize other needs analysis systems. Prior to
the work of the Keppel Task Force, which is discussed below, a
family could provide identicai financial information to the two
major services (ACT and CSS), yet the estimates of the family's
ability to pay for educational costs provided by the two services
might vary by as much as $1,000 due to differences in their respec
tive procedures and formulas.
The application process is furthercompllcated by the lack of
standard definitions for some of the data requested and by dif
ferent deadlines for the distribution and processing of applica
tions among private, State and Federal systems. As the testimony
of educational associations and student groups has amply demon
strated, these factors have made the application process highly
burdensome and confusing to students and their parents. Of even
greater concern to some is the distinct possibility that students
might be missing opportunities to secure necessary financial
assistance because of the multiplicity of forms.
Keppel Task Force. In 1974, 26 education orqanlzations and insti
tutions formed the National Task Force on Student Aid Problems
to seek ways of simplifying and improving the system. The group is
commonly known as the Keppel Task Force in honor of its direc
tor, a former U.S. Commissioner of Education. Its final report,
issued in 1975, contained major recommendations pertinentto the
analysis of student financial need, the collection of data from
students, and the coordination and management of aid programs.
To eliminate confusion resultinq from the different needs analysis
systems, the Task Force developed, in cooperation with several
recognized economists, a "uniform methodology" for determin
ing parental ability to contribute to educational costs. This
methodology represented a compromise between the exlstlnq sys
tems. It was SUbsequently adopted by ACT and CSS and is now
used for the analysis of all financial statements submitted to them.
The second major contribution of the Task Force was develop
ment of a common form to collect data necessary for needs analy
sis, including all information necessary to "drive" the "uniform
methodology." Recognizing that immediate adoption of the
common form by all parties would be extremely difficult, the Task
Force recommended a developmental process for its implemen
tation. This called for initial adoption of common data items and
definitions by Federal, State, and private student aid programs as
well as the major services, followed by field testing of the common
form and, finally, adoption of this form by all parties for use in the
academic year 1976-77.
In.view of the special needs of the BEaG program, the Task Force
further recommended that this program continue to have a
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separate processing function, but "students who so requested
could have a copy of the data (on the common form) submitted to
ACT and CSS or another agency transmitted to the BEaG
(contractor) for processing in lieu of a separate application."
Until quite recently, these recommendations had met with only
partial success. Statewide field tests of the common form were
conducted in Kentucky and Wisconsin in 1975-76. Based on these
experiences, modifications were made, and CSS and ACT agreed
to adopt the common form for their State aid programs.

Later Developments. Central to the success of the Keppel Task
Force was adoption of the "uniform methodology" and common
form by the Basic Educational Opportunity Grants program, which
was established by Congress as the foundation upon which all
other forms of financial aid would be based. Because nearly all
students file a separate BEaG application in addition to other
financial aid forms, significant improvement in the student aid
delivery system could be achieved only with the participation of the
Basic Grants program.

For a variety of reasons, however, OE had been unwilling to adopt
the Task Force recommendations. Following discussions over the
past two years between BEaG program staff and the Coalition for
Coordination of Student Financial Aid,' a compromise settlement
was reached in January 1977which goes far toward simplification
of the student aid delivery system.

The agreement between BEaG 'staff and the Coalition calls for a
new alternative delivery system for the BEaG which will enable
students to file onefinancial aid form and receive consideration for
all financial aid programs. This will be accomplished through a
tape exchange of selected data elements between BEaG and State
and private agencies collecting data for needs analysis (seeFigure
3).

As the first step, the Coalition and OE will agree on common data
element definitions and instructions which will be used to "drive"
the BEOGs and the "uniform rnethodoloqy." Beginning in January
1978,students who file forms with an approved national processor
(e.g., ACT, CSS, or a State agency) will have their BEOGs
processed at the same time without having to file a separate appli
cation. Eligible processors will provlde carefully edited computer
tapes to the central BEaG contractor which will, in turn, check its
files against duplication and send "Student Eligibility Reports" to
students. Other than the tape exchange, all other aspects of the
BEaG application process will remain the same.

Although the proposed system will represent a significant
improvement over existlng procedures, a number of complex

2Avoluntarygroupfromthe higher education community organized to itonow upon
the Keppel Task Force recommendations.

3The Basic Grants Analysis and the Uniform Methodology will still produce dif
ferent estimates of a family's ability to pay for educational costs. Both DE and the
Coalition agreed that this was appropriate given the different purposes of the two
systems: to determine program eligibility in the caseof the BEOGs, and to esti-
-~.~ "-"-' ..,--- -'-' - .... .



Figure 3
Possible Elements of a Tape Exchange System

Students

Students may continue
to apply directly to
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Source: HEW Student Financial Assistance Study Group. Draft Report, "A
Tape Exchange Program" (1976), p. 4.
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administrative and technical problems must still be resolved. For
instance, the agreement is premised on the adoption of a common
calendar date (January 1) for distribution of all financial aid
applications. This would allow the use of actual, not estimated,
income tax information on applications, as required by the Basic
Grants Program. Knowledgeable officials agree that this and other
administrative problems resulting from the agreement can indeed
be solved. In the process, they anticipate further improvement and
refinements in the system.

Once implemented, the new system will allow a student to
complete one application form and receive consideration for all
Federal aid programs except the Guaranteed Student Loan, most
State programs, and all institutional aid programs. A conservative
estimate from the National Association of Student Financial Aid
Administrators is that the new system could initially reduce the
number of applications by 3-4 million a year. Potentially, it could
save as many as 10 million applications once the system is fully
implemented by all parties.



IV.
Nondiscrimination Requirements

The Civil Rights Act of 1964 required desegregation of public
education (Title IV) and forbade discrimination on the basis of
race, color or national origin in programs receiving Federal finan
cial assistance (Title VI). Thus, ten years after the Brown v. Board
of Education of Topeka decision,' nondiscrimination in education
was mandated by statute. Since then, comparable statutes have
extended this protection from discrimination to other groups:
women, the aged, the handicapped, and veterans.

As seen by educational institutions today, nondiscrimination
programs are based both on the principles of equal educational
opportunity for all and on affirmative action to overcome past dis
criminatory practices. These concepts, however, are not always
compatible and have recently been much debated. The educa
tional community refers to this dilemma as the "DeFunis Syn
drome" and, in simplest terms, the issue is how affirmative action
programs can implemented for minorities and women without dis
criminating against non-minority men. Specifically, thequestion is
whether special admissions or financial aid programs for minority
students offend the rights of other equally or better qualified
students who are denied these benefits because they are not
identified with a minority. Judicial decisions are inconsistent,' and
until the issue is resolved, the meaning and administration of anti
discrimination programs will remain subject to question.

Cognizant Agency
Responsibility for enforcement of equal opportunity and affirma
tive action programs rest with many Government agencies. As a
result, reporting and recordkeeping requirements are different;
compliance reviews are duplicative; and the necessity to reply to
multiple forums places a tremendous burden on respondents in
terms of money, time, and paperwork. These burdens weigh
heavily on the educational community, particularly the Nation's
colleges and universities. Their admissions policies and employ
ment practices are subject to review, and they are also recipients
of Federal grants and contracts.

The legislation, executive orders, regulations, and judicial de
cisions of the past 15 years have combined to create a veritable
maze of equal opportunity requirements administered by different
Federal agencies with differing criteria. The following are the siq-

'347 U.S. 483, 74 S. Ct. 686, 98 LEd. 873 (1954).

'In DaFunis v. Odagaard, 82 Wn 2d 11,507 P. 2d 1169 (1973). the Washington
SupremeCourt upheldthe concept, While inBakkev.Boardof Regents, University
of California, 18 Cal 3d 34 (1976), the California Supreme Courttound that such
special programs offend the Equal Protection Clause of the Fourteenth Amend
ment. This case is to be considered by the Supreme Court· in its 1977 term.
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nificant laws, regulations, and executive orders affecting the
education community:

• Title IV of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 provides for the de
segregation of public education, but not the assignment of
students to public schools to overcome racial imbalance.
No regulations have been issued; instead, Title IV has been
the subject of considerable judicial review.

• Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 prohibits discrimi
nation on the basis of race, color, or national origin in
programs receiving Federal financial assistance. Because
Federal financial assistance has been interpreted to
include grants, loans and even student aid, virtually every
college - public or independent - is subject to Title VI.
Enforcement is the responsibility of those agencies pro
viding financial assistance; however, most reporting by
educational institutions is to HEW's Office for Civil Rights
(OCR).

• Title .VIIof the Civil Rights Act of 1964, as amended by the
Equal Opportunity Act of 1972, prohibits discrimination in
employment, hiring and firing, and compensation on the
basis of race, color, religion or national origin. Enforce
ment is the responsibility of the Equal Employment Oppor
tunity Commission (EEOC) to whose regulations educa
tion institutions must adhere as employers.

• The Equal Pay Act of 1963 also prohibits discrimination in
compensation, but on the basis of sex. It is enforced by the
Wage and Hour Division of the Department of Labor.

• Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 prohibits
discrimination on the basis of sex in education programs
and activities receiving Federal financial assistance. Like
Title VI,enforcement is the responsibility of those agencies
providing financial assistance, but most reporting by
educational institutions is to OCR.

• The Rehabilitation Act of 1973 provides that otherwise
qualified handicapped individuals shall not be discrimi
nated against under programs or activities receiving
Federal financial assistance. The Department of Labor's
Office of Federal Contract Compliance Programs
(OFCCP) has policy responsibility and oversees enforce
ment of Section 503, dealing with employment. Regula
tions and enforcement of Section 504, prohibiting dis
crimination in programs or activities receiving Federal
financial assistance, are the responsibility of OCR.

• The Age Discrimination in Emplovment Act of 1967, as
amended, prohibits employment discrimination against
persons aged 40 to 65. Enforcement is the responsibility of
the Wage and Hour Division of the Department of Labor.

• The Age Discrimination Act of 1975 provides that no
person shall, on the basis of age, be excluded from partici
pation in, be denied the benefits of, or be subjected to
r1iC'rori.....i ... .,,+i .............. ..,1 ..... " _ _ L' '.' ••



Federal financial assistance. Enforcement is an U\jl-l
responsibility.

• The Vietnam-Era Veterans Readjustment Assistance Act
requires affirmative action in the employment and ad
vancement of disabled and Vietnam-Era veterans. Written
affirmative action plans are required of Government con
tractors holding contracts in excess of $50,000or having 50
or more employees. Responsibility for enforcement is
shared between two Divisions of the Department of Labor,
OFCCP and the Veterans Employment Service. In addi
tion, job openings are listed with the various State employ
ment services for referral.

• Titles VII and VIII of the Public Health Service Act, as
amended by the Comprehensive Health Manpower Act of
1971, prohibit discrimination on the basis of sex in the ad
missions and employment practices of health training
programs receiving Federal financial assistance. Enforce
ment is an OCR responsibility.

• Revenue procedures issued under Section 501 of the
Internal Revenue Code provide that schools which do not
have a racially nondiscriminatory policy do not qualify for
exemption from Federal income tax. This applies primarily
to independent institutions at all levels, and enforcement is
the responsibility of the Internal Revenue Service (IRS).

• Executive Order 11246, as amended, forbids Government
contractors from discriminating in employment on the
basis of race, color, religion, sex or national origin. In
addition, contractors are required to take affirmative action
to assure that employees and job applicants are treated
without regard to these factors. Written affirmative action
plans, including utilization analyses of the workforce and
goals and timetables for remedying deficiencies, are
required of contractors with contracts of $50,000 or more
and 50 or more employees. Policy and oversight are the
responsibility of OFCCP which has designated OCR asthe
compliance agency responsible for enforcement with
respect to contracts with educational institutions.

• Executive Order 11764 delegated to the Attorney General
the authority to coordinate and assist agency efforts to
enforce Title VI. By regulation, the Department of Justice
has set minimum standards for agencies to use to ensure
compliance. These minimum standards allow enough lati
tude so that Title VI enforcement efforts can vary among
agencies providing Federal financial assistance.

In addition to these laws and executive orders, many State and
local governments have similar antidiscrimination laws or
ordinances. Thus, enforcement is conducted, not only by the
Federal Government at both central and regional offices, but at
State and local levels as well.



Reporting and Recordkeeping
As employers and Government contractors, educational institu
tions are subject to the same laws and regulations as other sectors
of the economy. These laws and regulations have been analyzed
by the Commission in a separate report on Equal Employment
Opportunity. In addition, educational institutions are subject to
other reporting requirements as participants in specific Federal
programs. One such program, authorized by the Emergency
School Aid Act, provides grants to local education agencies forthe
purpose of overcoming minority group segregation within the
schools. Some olthe provisions cited above havebeen selected for
further discussion in this report becauseolthe paperwork burdens
they impose. One must remember, however. thatthose selected are
not the total of antidiscrimination reporting by the institutions.
Rather, they are in addition to the others outlined above, are gen
erally applicable, and do not relate only to specific educational
programs or to employment practices.

Titles VI and IX
Title VI of the Civil Rights Act prohibits discrimination onthe basis
of race, color or national origin in any program receiving Federal
financial assistance. Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972
prohibits discrimination on the basis of sex in educational
programs receiving Federal funds. Educational institutions must
report to OCR as well as file assurances of compliance with other
agencies providing financial assistance (for example, grant
making agencies such asthe National Science Foundation, the Na
tional Endowment for the Humanities, etc.).

Surveys. At the elementary and secondary levels, OCR requires the
nation's 16,000 public school districts to complete the Elementary
and Secondary School Civil Rights Survey (OS/CR 101 and 102)
biennially. This survey collects data to measure compliance with
the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 as well as Titles VI and IX. Data re
quested include information on the number of pupils transported
at public expense; vocational education programs; home
economics and industrial arts enrollments; drop-outs; previous
year's graduates; student discipline; special education provided
handicapped students; and bilingual and English-as-a-second
language programs. Much of this information must be broken
down and reported by sex and racial/ethnic designation. Nation
wide completion of the 1976survey is estimated to require 180,000
to 330,000 person hours.

At the college level, institutions are annually required to complete
some forms in the HEGIS series, now incorporating joint require
ments of OCR and NCES. Student information pertaining to Titles
VI and IX is collected via the FALL ENROLLMENT AND COMPLI
ANCE REPORT OF INSTITUTIONS OF HIGHER EDUCATION
(OE Form 2300-2.9) and DEGREES AND OTHER FORMAL
AWARDS CONFERRED (OE Form 2300-2.3).These forms ask fora
breakdown of students enrolled and degrees granted in 301 fields
of study by racial/ethnic category and sex. In addition, other
HEGIS surveys deal with staff composition and salary distribu-

62 tion.



Assurances. Agencies providing Federal financial assistance in the
form of grants require assurances that recipients are in com
pliance with Titles VI and IX. These are brief forms which institu
tions must sign and return. In most cases, an institution completes
each assurance one time for every agency from which it receives
Federal financial assistance. Unless compliance status changes,
future grant applications usually incorporate previously filed
assurances by reference. This procedure is used at NSF and HEW.
A few agencies, however, require Title VI and Title IX assurances
for each grant, and the same assurances may be submitted many
times.

Self-evaluation. In addition to surveys and assurances, Title IX re
quired every institution receiving Federal financial assistance to
conduct a self-evaluation by July 21, 1976, make modifications
necessary for compliance, and take appropriate remedial steps to
eliminate the effects of any discrimination on the basis of sex. A
description of modifications and remedial actions is to remain on
file at the institution for at least three years after completion of the
evaluation.

HEW did not prescribe the exact mode of conducting a self
evaluation. However, a recommended format, prepared under an
Office of Education contract and used by many institutions, was
promulgated in a 148-page book, Complying with Title IX/Im
plementing Institutional Self-Evaluation. Conducted nationally,
the suggested format would have required some 13,546,292 pages
of paper (148 pages per school, multiplied by 91,529.' the approxi
mate number of public elementary and secondary schools, and
colleges and universities in the country.),

Legislative Intent. Title IX also presents a good example of the
problems executive agencies encounter when interpreting the
statutory intent of Congress. The law provides: "No
person ... shall, on the basis of sex ... be SUbjected to discrimi
nation under any education program or activity receiving Federal
financial assistance." Title IX was firstintroduced.as an amend
ment to Title VI and was passed with little legislative history. It con
tains, however, certain exemptions which had not appeared in Title
VI. For instance, certain religious institutions are not covered, and
separate but equal housing is permitted.

After enactment of Title IX, OCR wrote regulations which even
tually became a source Ofmuch controversy and many questions.
One concerned athletic programs: does Title IX require colleges to
spend as much money on women's athletics as on revenue
producing men's athletics? An amendment proposed in 1974 to
exempt revenue-producing sports was deleted in conference and
replaced by the Javits amendment requiring HEW to "prepare and
publish ... proposed regulations implementing (Title I~) which
Shall.include with respect to intercollegiate athletic activities rea
sonable provisions considering the nature o!particular sports." In

3U.S. Departmentof Commerce, Bureau of mecensus, Statistical Abstnict of the
United Stales, 1975 (Washinglon, D.C.: GovernmenlPrinling Office, 1975), p.110. E



addition, the Bayh amendment, enacted December 31, 1974,
exempted tax-exempt sororities and fraternities, the YMCA,
YWCA, Girl Scouts, Boy Scouts and other similar organizations
from coverage of Title IX.

Yet the controversy was not over. In reply to an inquiry in July 1976,
OCR issued an opinion letter stating that father/son and
mother/daughter banquets were in violation of Title IX. The
opinion was later reversed after direct intervention by President
Ford. Subsequently included in the Education Amendments of
1976 was another set of exemptions: Boys' and Girls' State;
father/son and mother/daughter events; and certain beauty
pageants.

Although the Title IX regulations have been acontinuing sourceof
controversy for lack of what some consider a "common sense
approach," former OCR Director Martin Gerry cited the problems
inherent in administering what he referred to as "sense of the Con
gress" civil rights legislation. As Gerry explained, the executive
branch was given a statute with little legislative history to reflect
congressional intent and the task of drafting regulations carrying
out the will of the Congress. In essence, the approach left much of
the law to evolve from the regulations.

Tax Exempt Status
Revenue procedures issued under section 501 (c) (3) of the
Internal RevenueCode provide that independent schools without a
racially nondiscriminatory policy do not qualify as exempt from
Federal income tax. In its application for tax-exempt status an
institution must provide data on:

• Racial composition, current and projected, of the student
body and staff,

• Amount of scholarship and loan funds awarded to students
and racial composition of recipient group,

• List of incorporators, founders, board members, and major
donors,

• Statement whether any incorporators, founders, or major
donors have an objective of maintaining segregated
education and, if so, whether they are officers or active
members of the organization: and

• Year of organization.

Additional paperwork requirements imposed on tax-exempt insti
tutions include the printing of a statement of nondiscriminatory
policy in all brochures and catalogs dealing with admissions,
programs, or scholarships and in other written advertising.
Further, IRS requires that the following records be maintained for
three years: racial composition of student body, faculty, and
administration; recipients of scholarships and financial assist
ances; brochures, catalogs, advertising; and copies of all mate
rials used by or on behalf of the school to solicit contributions.

ThUS, the IRS requirements, While not totally duplicative, require
maintaining data routinely submitted to other Government

64 agencies. For instance, racial composition of the student bodv i~



regularly reported to OCR and staff information to OCR, NCES,
and EEOC. In this case, the question is not the difficulty of provid
ing information, but the lack of cooperation among agencies in
sharing the same basic information.

Compliance Reviews
Compliance reviews are conducted by those agencies responsi
ble for enforcement of the various statutes. They may take several
forms and be conducted by central or regional office personnel.
For instance, OCR reviews the Elementary and Secondary School
Civil Rights Survey and HEGIS reports of enrollment, degrees
granted, and staff salaries to monitor compliance with Titles VI and
IX. It also reviews, under authority delegated by OFCCP, affirma
tive action plans required of educational institutions under Exe
cutive Order 11246. In addition, grant-making agencies have
similar authorities under Executive Order 11764.
As discussed in another Commission report, the Equal Employ
ment Opportunity Commission monitors responses to its surveys
of ELEMENTARY AND SECONDARY STAFF INFORMATION
(EEO-5) and HIGHER EDUCATION STAFF INFORMATION
(EEO-6). In addition to reporting requirements, all enforcement
agencies have criteria for the preservation of specified records
needed to determine violations. Recordkeeping requirements are
part of enforcement procedures under Executive Order 11246
(monitored by OCR and OFCCP), the Equal Pay Act (monitored by
OCR), and IRS regulations. All these agencies are empowered to
review relevant records to determine whether discrimination has
occurred.
Colleges and universities have repeatedly pointed outtheduplica
tive nature of on-site investigations. For example, representatives
of Labor, HEW and IRS may all visit the same institution to audit
equal opportunity programs. During the course of their investiga
tions, many materials are requested. At one institution, IRS re
quested copies of all fund-raising materials; in another investi
gation, OCR asked for the fioor plans of all dormitories and the sex
of the occupants.

This is not the full extent of Federal monitoring of equal employ
ment policy. Other agencies may also become involved. For
instance, if a university operates a radio or television station, it is
required to file a statement of its equal employment policy with the
Federal Communications Commission (FCC). The FCC requests
information on general policy; responsibility for implementation;
dissemination; recruitment procedures; on-the-job-traininq
opportunities; surveys of minorities and women in the workforce
and the station's actuai workforce; the number of new hires within
the past year, showing how many were minorities or women; pro
motion policy; and a brief narrative of the effectiveness of the sta
tion's equal employment policy. If complaints of discrimination are
filed with the FCC, the station's records are subject to review, and
the matter may become the subject of a hearing before an Admin
istrative Law Judge.

Some equal opportunity reporting may be initiated by the courts,
as in the OCR-1000 Series. In an article which appeared in the July 61
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5, 1976, issue of U.S. News and World Report, Dr. Donald Reichard,
Director of Institutional Research at the University of North
Carolina, cited "10 HEW reports that swamped the computer for six
months." These were the OCR-1000 series: the "Report on
Progress in Implementing Statewide Desegregation Plans,"
required in eight southern and border States by order of U.S.
District Court for the District of Columbia settling Adams v.
Weinberger.' The OCR-1000 series consisted of ten forms re
questing information regarding employees, new employees,
departing employees, and promotions of employees in institu
tions of higher education; student applicants, acceptances, and
actual enrollment in institutions of higher education; financial
assistance to students in institutions of higher education;
progression of students in higher education programs; and
reasons for students not returning to higher education, as well as
information on employees of State boards and governing boards of
education and the composition of governing boards for higher
education.

Complaints
An individual who believes that he or she has been discriminated
against may file a complaint with the Federal compliance agency
having jurisdiction. Because there are substantial areas of over
lapping jurisdiction, a single complaint may betaken from tribunal
to tribunal in an attemptto secure a favorable verdict. Although the
paperwork implications cannot be precisely measured, they are
clear: a complaint is filed in one forum; the institution responds in
accord with that agency's rules, regulations and procedures; if the
issue is resolved in the institution's favor, the complainant may
proceed to another forum and the university must again prepare its
reply, this time in response to a different complaint filed in accord
with another agency's regulations and procedures. This can be
repeated many times, since there are frequently State as well as
Federal bodies having jurisdiction.

Alternative Solutions
The duplicative nature of equal opportunity reporting and record
keeping and the corresponding overlap of jurisdictional
boundaries have been subjects of discussion for several years. In
1974, the U.S. Commission on Civil Rights recommended the
formation of a National Employment Rights Board' with broad
administrative and Iitigative authority to eliminate discriminatory
employment practices. All sim ilar authorities of other agencies
would be revoked, and all Federal compliance authority would rest
with the Board. As proposed, the Board's primary emphasis was to
eliminate the patterns and practices of discrimination rather than
resolving individual complaints. However, the proposal did include
a mechanism for resolving complaints which entailed referring
individual charges t.? approved State and local agencies. Com-

'391 F. Supp. 269 (1975).

5U.S. Commission on Civil Rights, The Federal Civil Rights Enforcement Effort
1974, Vol. V: To Eliminate Employment Olscrtmtnetton (Washington, .D.C.: 1975),
p.649.



platnants would then have a right ot appeal to the !:lOard, but the
local agencies' findings would be given substantial weight on
appeal.

Although this suggestion related only to complaints involving em
ployment, it appears a similar approach could be taken to all such
equal opportunity complaints. In a speech before the American
Bar Association's National Institute on the Law of Equal Employ
ment Opportunity and Discrimination in Institutions of Higher
Education, Dr. Robben W. Fleming, President of the University of
Michigan, made the following points: the multiplicity offorums has
resulted from a hodgepodge of legislation; the various Govern
ment agencies involved have separate and distinct regulations;
and because of the overlap in jurisdiction and resulting high case
loads, the probability of enforcement is slight.

Dr. Fleming proposed a response to the problem: the law should be
corrected to remove multiple forums and, in addition, incentives
created to resolve complaints at the institutional level. To be more
specific, local, neutral bodies should be created to hear com
plaints, and complainants should be required to exhaust these
remedies before appealing to an agency orthecourts. Likewise, as
in the judicial appeals system, the agency would have authority to
decline jurisdiction in cases it found to be properly resolved. Dr.
Fleming noted such a plan might be opposed from all sides, each
fearful of intrusions on its own turf. Significantly, the idea was
favorably accepted by the Institute's participants with the apparent
consensus that the present statutes have led to an overlap of
authority and caseload so great as to be virtually unenforceable.

The problem of duplicative reporting and recordkeeping was also
examined by the Interagency Task Force on Higher Education
Burden Reduction. Convened under White House initiative in
November 1976, it agreed on the need to eliminateredundancy in
enforcement of equal opportunity, civil rights, and the affirmative
action programs. Specifically, the Task Force recommended that
the President convene an appropriate group of knOWledgeable
persons from relevant agencies and representatives from selected
colleges and universities to explore the problem and that they
should be given adequate staff and othersupportlo prepare, within
90 days, both a plan for the cons.olidation of equal opportunity
reporting and the legislative changes necessary for its imple
mentation. (SeeAppendix B.) At the same time, the Task Force rec
ommended that the Department of Labor, Office for Civil Rights
(HEW), the Internal Revenue Service, the U.S. Commission on Civil
Rights, the Justice Department, and the Equal Employment
Opportunity Commission coordinate their enforcement activities
through a Memorandum of Understanding.

The Ccmmlsslon finds this theory commendable, but doubts its
effectiveness because previous -memoranda of understanding
between EEOC and the Department of Labor have been virtually
ignored. Five of these agencies are members of the Equal Employ
ment Opportunity Coordinating Council which has been working
on revised employee selection guidelines since 1972. On Novem-

6,
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ber 23,1976, proposed guidelines were published by three of the
five participating agencies. The Equal Employment Opportunity
Commission responded by republishing its previous regulations
which had gone into effect in 1970. Dueto the advisory natureof its
responsibility, the Civil Rights Commission published nothing.

The Commission believes consistency could be achieved through
a single agency under which complaints are resolved at the lowest
possible level and coordination is provided between State and
Federal enforcement. For instance, regulations should allow for
disposition of complaints at the institutional level by a neutral third
party and provide for appeal, but give appellate levels the right to
decline jurisdiction if they find no basis for it on either procedural
or factual grounds. The rules should be the same in initial hearings
and appellate procedures, to eliminate re-hearinq the same com
plaint in similar, but different, contexts under different sets of
regulations.

Recommendation No. 21
The President should issue an executive order and propose legis
lative changes, if required, to designate a single cognizant agency
for equal opportunity and civil rights recordkeeplng, reporting,
and compliance in the field of education.

Recommendation No. 22
The President should form an appropriate group of knowl
edgeable persons, inclUding advocacy groups, to contribute In the
development of the cognizant agency, along the lines of the
recommendation of the Interagency Task Force on Higher Educa
tion Burden Reduction.

Recommendation No. 23
The administrative procedures of any single cognizant agency for
equal opportunity and civil rights in education should allow for
resolution of complaints at the lowest possible level and provide
for coordination of Federal and State enforcement efforts.

In addition to pervasive problems of overlapping jurisdictions and
duplicative requirements examined in the preceding pages, the
Commission reviewed also three specific problems that reached it
through its hearings and correspondence from Congress and re
spondents. These problems dealt primarily with insufficient lead
time in the announcement of compliance surveys and in changing
and inconsistent definitions of racial/ethnic categories.

The Emergency School Aid Act
The APPLICATION FOR LOCAL EDUCATION AGENCY
GRANTS UNDER THE EMERGENCY SCHOOL AID ACT (OE
Form 116-1) required minority enrollment data which were not
reported according to standard Government racial/ethnic cate
gories. Thus, the approximately 2,000 local education agencies
which request these grants annually cannot use the same data col
lected and furnished to other Government programs. Instead, they
must collect it again in a slightly different form.



The Emergency School Aid Act (ESAA) was enacted in 1972 to
provide local education agencies financial assistance to meet the
special needs incident to the elimination of minority group segre
gation and discrimination among students and faculty in ele
mentary and secondary schools; encourage the voluntary elimi
nation, reduction or prevention of minority group isolation in
schools with substantial proportions of minority group students;
and aid school children in overcoming the educational disad
vantages of minority group isolation. The grant application
required analysis of student enroliment using the following classi
fications: Negro, American Indian, Spanish-surnamed, Oriental,
Portuguese, Alaskan Native, Hawaiian Native, Other Minority, and
Non-Minority.

Local education agencies were already required by OCR to
maintain enrollment data according to the format employed in the
Elementary and Secondary School Civil Rights Survey, which was
mandated by Title VI olthe Civil Rights Act of 1964, Title IX olthe
Education Amendments of 1972, and Section 504 of the Rehabili
tation Act of 1973. That survey relies on a set of ttve'stancaro
racial/ethnic categories developed for Government-wide use in
compliance, administrative and statistical reporting.' Specifically,
those categories are: American Indian or Alaskan Native; Asian or
Pacific Islander; Black, not of Hispanic Origin; Hispanic; and
White, not of Hispanic Origin. Likewise, the faculty information re
quired by the ESAA grant application did not correspond to these
standard racial and ethnic categories by which elementary and
secondary schools were also required to report faculty and staff
information to EEOC.

Because the ESAA application did not use the standard racial/
ethnic categories, applicants were required to provide similar
information in slightly different forms to two offices within HEW.
The effort required and cost of collection were roughly twice what
they would be if both offices collected the data using the standard
classifications.

Preliminary discussions with ESAA staff indicated that the ESAA
application for school year 1978-79 could be changed so the
application's minority group classifications corresponded to the
standard racial/ethnic classifications used by OCR and EEOC. In
addition, ESAA officials advised that such a change in classifica
tions would not affect the distribution of funds.

"Staff of the Office of Management and Budget's Statistical Policy Division have
worked with representatives of the GeneralAccounting Officeandvarious Federal
executive agencies (HEW, Labor, HUD, Justice, Census, and EEOC) to establish,
test and promulgate a set of standard categories for the reporting of racial and
ethnic data. In August 1976. they obtained agreement from the affected agencies
on a standard setof racial andethniccategories to be used for compliance, admin-"
istrative and statistical reporting. 69



Recommendation No. 24
The Commission on Federal PaperwOrk, noting the establishment
of standard raclallethnlc designations to be used by all agencies
for compliance, administrative, and statistical reporting,.• recom
mends to the Secretary of Health, Education, and 'Welfare that
these standard categories be used In applications submitted to the
U.S. Office of Education for Local Education Grants under the
Emergency School Aid Act.

The Elementary and Secondary School
Civil Rights Survey (OS/CR 101-102)
Local Education Agencies (LEAs) and State Education Agencies
(SEAs), through CCSSO, have requested since 1973 that formats
for data collection from schools and States be announced at least
nine months prior to the start of a school year. OCR conducts two
surveys of LEAs and SEAs: the School System Summary Report
(OS/CR 101), and the Individual School Campus Report (OS/CR
102). Neither survey was provided to all respondents until the start
of the school year or later in 1974, 1975, and 1976.

LEAs and SEAs normally plan their annual data collection activi
ties by the January preceding the start of aschool year. When data
collection formats containing new or expanded data elements are
announced after a school year begins, schools and States are
forced to search their records manually for the data, an expensive
and duplicative process. OCR acknowledged in its memoranda an
nouncing the Fall 1976 surveys to SEAs and to LEAs that "much
new information," some of it retrospective to 1975, was being
requested. Commission consultation with OCR, CEIS, and OMS
during a semi-annual meeting of CEIS in October, 1976, indicated
an interest by all parties that the nine-month lead time problem be
resolved for 1977 and future years.

Forms OSICR 101 and 102 are compliance reports required
originally under Title VI of the Civil Rights Act Of1974 and subse
quently also by Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 and
by Section 504 of the Rehabil itation Act of 1973. They provide
important information for the implementation of recognized
national policy. OCR began these surveys in 1968 to collect racial
and ethnic information in order to combat discrimination.
Statutory changes in 1972 and 1973 required the addition of ques
tions on sex and on handicapping conditions.

The School System Summary Report (OS/CR 101), which was not
distributed until December 1976 to 16,000 school districts re
ceiving Federal assistance, required new data on enrollment in
vocational education, disciplinary actions, students whose home
language is other than English, and enrollment in bilingual or
English-as-a-Second Language programs.

The Individual School Campus Report (OS/CR 102) was also
distributed in December 1976, to 3,500 school districts containing
approximately 40,000 schools. It required data on pupils trans-

70 ported at public expense, numbers of vocational education



programs, high school diplomas in previous years, and informa
tion on student discipline, special education and pupil classroom
assignments for a sample of classes. These were expanded re
quirements from previous years. Especially burdensome in 1976
because of lack of sufficient lead-time in announcing theformatfor
data collection were reports forthe prior school year on pupils sus
pended, receiving corporal punishment, and/or referred for disci
plinary action to courts or juvenile authorities.

OCR had worked for almost one year in preparing the Fall 1976
school survey forms and that spring, for the first time, conducted a
pretest under contract. A draft copy of Report on the Pretest of the
Office for Civil Rights Fall 1976 Survey Instruments showed
average completion time to be 5.75 hours for Form 101 and six
hours for Form 102. For the 16,000 school districts and 40,000
schools directly involved, the burden was estimated by the Com
mission to be 150,000 person-hours based on median completion
time.

Because none of the 194school districts with enrollments of 25,000
students or more were field tested, the total burden would un
doubtedly have been higher if they were included. The Commis
sion consulted two large ·districts which indicated their response
burden would range from 24 to 32 hours. The report on the pretest
reflected the need for lead-time and suggested a nine-month
period.

On October 5, 1976, OMB withheld approval of these two forms,
citing as reasons the timing of the proposed request, the request
for retrospective data, and target-sampling prior to collection of
screening information. On October 20, OMB cleared the forms but
stated again its concern about requests for retrospective data,
particularly when schools had been required to keep records to
respond to different formats. A special condition offinal clearance
was the requirement that OCR include language in its notices to
schools and States indicating that, if some schools demonstrated
they did not have responsive information available, OCR would
discuss alternate data responses.

In a three-page memorandum to LEAs and SEAs late in the fall of
1976 announcing its 1976-77 Survey, OCR concluded with four
iines saying it would conduct surveys biennially in the future. OCR
said schools would be required to maintain similar (emphasis
added) records for non-survey years.

In response to annual widespread complaints concerning the col
lection of all education data, including civil rights Information, the
Congress, aided by congressional members of the Commission,
provided statutory language for the Education Amendments of
1976,enacted on October 12,1976. This language, discussed in the
following Section, requires coordination of the collection of infor
mation and data acquisition actlvltles for the Education Division of
HEW and OCR.

71
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Recommendation No. 25
The Office for Civil Rights of the Department ofHealth, Education,
and Welfare should announce clearlyby January 1977whether the
Civil RIghts Survey (OSICR 101 and 102) data requIrements for
recordkeeplng for 1977 are to be identical to and no more than
those requIred In the survey year of 1976, subject to legIslative or
JudIcial changes.

Recommendation No. 26
The Secretary of Health, Education and Welfare should direct the
Educatiol:/ Data Acquisition Council to requir« clearance ofForms
OSICR 101 and 102 for the 1978-79 biennium In sufficIent tIme to
enable announcement of 1978 survey data Items by January 1,
1978.

These recommendations were adopted by the Commission
December 3, 1976. The Secretary's response, on January 19,1977,
indicated agreement on the need to provide sufficient lead time
and stated that the Director of OCR intends to ensure that school
officials "be informed of the specific data requirements well in
advance of the due dates" in future years. The response added that
a January. 1977 announcement of the recordkeeping require
ments would not be possible, but that adecision would be reached
no later than March 31.

With respect to Recommendation No. 26, the Secretary's letter
stated that the OCR "will start to plan for the 1978-79 biennial
survey in the near future, and it should be possible to make an
announcement as to its contents by the date you suggest, subject
to iegislative or judicial developments."

HEGIS
Two revised report forms instituted in 1976 by NCES would have
brought about an acute increase in paperwork for 3,000 institu
tions of higher education. These forms, for the Higher Education
General Inforrnatlon Survey (HEGIS), were announced too late for
the institutions to produce the newly required information in a
timely manner, and completion would have required a hand
search of records. The problems arising from the new HEGIS
report forms had been delineated in a letter to the Secretary of
HEW by the New York State Commissioner of Education; hearing
testimony; letters to the Commission on Federal Paperwork; and
media exposure of the financial pressures on higher education
caused by increasing paperwork burdens.

NCES, the data collection agency of the Education Division,
planned to send two SUbstantially revised HEGIS forms to col
leges and universities. The first form, DEGREES AND OTHER
FORMAL AWARDS CONFERRED BETWEEN JULY 1, 1975 ANQ.
JUNE 30, 1976 (OE Form 2300-2.1,3/76), wasdueto be returned by'
August 15, 1976. This report called for a new format for reporting
the distribution of degrees earned in the various fields of study.



The second form, FALL ENROLLMENT AND COMPLIANCE RE
PORT OF INSTITUTIONS OF HIGHER EDUCATION, 1976 (OE
Form 2300-2.3,3/76), was a combination of the HEGIS Fall Enroil
ment Survey, the annual report of all enrollment figures, and an
Office for Civil Rights Compliance Report. The combined Fall En
rollment Report was due to be returned by December 1976. The
substantial revisions from previous surveys required a new data
acquisition format for five racial/ethnic and one nonresident alien
category by ten individual major fields of study and by classifica
tions expanded to include part-time students.

Coileges and universities gather student information by school
years, with the gathering usuaily done at registration and
commencement. Once decisions have been made and forms pre
pared for the coilection of information, it is time-consuming and
expensive to acquire additional information before the next annual
cycle. The acquisition of this information creates a paperwork
burden for the institution.

The 1976 summer graduation had already taken place when the
change in information requirements in the Degrees Conferred
Report was announced. A hand-search of graduation records was
required to provide information which formerly had been col
lected without records search, if the institutions were to comply
with the new HEG IS request.

On June 24, 1976, the Commission made three recommendations
to the Secretary of HEW with respect to HEGIS, under which col
leges and universities provide annual statistical data. These were:

o Recommendation No. 27
A one-year moratorium on changes in th.e form on which
racial/ethnic categories are reported by major fields of
study. The Commission suggested that the earlier form
used by the Office for Civil Rights remain in effect until
such time as the institutions could prepare in advance to
gather the data.

o Recommendation No. 28
Full consultation with the higher education community
before revised forms are used In future surveys.

o Recommendation No. 29
The distribution of HEG/S forms to the responding institu
tions by December of the year prIor to their Intended com
pletion.

The Secretary's response cited difficulties in accepting the first
recommendation. The earlier form used by the Office for Civil
Rights could not be retained because the racial/ethnic.categories
prescribed for standard Federal use had been changed. Further
more, the urgent demand for the data made a moratorium iinfeasi
ble. The letter stated that the second and third recommendations
could be implemented and that efforts to implement them had
already begun.
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Suggestions for HEGIS. The HEGIS series conducted by NCES
involves up to eight additional surveys in addition to the two dis
cussed above. These call for data on institutional characteristics,
staff, finances, physical facilities, libraries and students. A task
force of the NACUBO paperwork committee, with Commission
consultation, examined these surveys and identified many in
stances of insufficient lead time, changing formats, too frequent
collection, absence of sampling techniques, and late feedback of
results.

This task force suggested that two surveys be conducted annually,
Institutional Characteristics and Opening Fall Enrollment, with
racial/ethnic data in the latter form collected every two or three
years. Two other surveys were recommended for less frequent col
lection: Degrees and Other Formal Awards Conferred, biennially,
and Upper Division Post Baccalaureate Enrollment by Degree
Field, every three or four years, using asample of institutions. In all
instances collection forms should be provided at least nine months
in advance.

To help meet the problem of late feedback, where publications
arrive three or four years after collection of data, the task force
urged NCES to provide data tapes for early use by researchers and
to utilize a check-off system at the time of collection so institu
tions can indicate whether publications are desired. The Commis-

, sion acknowledges that NCES has begun to consider some of
these suggested changes and supports these efforts.

jForms 11-2 ) ~rm) ;;-11I
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v.
Management Controls
In the three preceding sections, specific problems were described
and immediate steps recommended for their solution. This sec
tion discusses management techniques to resolve entire groups of
paperwork problems, including the need to coordinate education
data collection, utilize standard terminology, and provide an auto
mated index of data elements. The section also discusses agency
responsibility for data collection and use, Congress as an influ
ence in the creation and control of paperwork, and the role of re
spondent education groups.

Coordinating Data Collection
Essential to the management and control of paperwork is closer
coordination of the collection of education data by Federal, State,
and local governments. Responsibility for education data collec
tion is highly decentralized at the Federal level, despite the
existence of the National Center for Education Statistics (NCES).
NCES has the primary responsibility in the Education Division of
HEW for the collection of general purpose statistics and the
adjunct responsibility for reporting on the condition of education
in the United States.

Substantial portions of education data collected through the Fed
eral system are gathered also by OE, which has primary responsi
bility in the Education Divison for accumulating information on the
administration and impact of Federally supported programs.
Responsibility for the collection of specific program data is spread
throughout the various components of OE, including the Bureau of
School Systems, the Bureau of Education forthe Handicapped, the
Bureau of Postsecondary Education, and the Bureau of Occupa
tional and Adult Education. The Office of Planning, Budgeting and
Evaluation within OE collects and analyzes information required to
evaluate the effectiveness of specific Federal education initiatives
and, in addition, performs an annual analysis to produce a com
prehensive evaluation of federally supported education programs.

The National Institute of Education (NIE), another major com
ponent of the Education Division, collects and analyzes data con
cerning the development, testing and implementation of new
educational techniques, services and delivery mechanisms. 'In
addition, NIE shares the responsibility for meeting the require
ments of certain congressionally mandated studies.

Other HEW agencies responsible for the administration of pro
grams affecting the education system gather and use data to
measure the impact and effe.ctiveness of activities under their
purview. These programs include regulatory activities such as
those of OCR, which are designed to insure equal access to educa
tional services, and grant programs which provide funds for the
delivery of specific services to students such as HEW's Headstart
program, directed by the Office for Child Development.

7!



Recognizing the need for coordinating the collection of education
data, the, Assistant Secretary for Education chartered the Educa
tion Data Acquisition Council (EDAC) in 1975 to prepare the
Education Division's Annual Data Acqusition Plan. EDAC has
established criteria for evaluating data requests and has imple
mented clearance procedures for the Education Division. This
preliminary clearance effort has been beneficial both to OMB in its
final clearance review and to respondent groups, because it allows
checking for duplication and use of common definitions, but it
serves as an overall planning mechanism only for the Education
Division's data collection.
The only attempt to coordinate education data collection prior to
1975 was made by NCES through the establishment of a close
working relationship with the Council of Chief State School
Officers and its working arm, the Committee on Evaluation and
Information Systems (CEIS). CEIS has been working for several
years with NCES and other Federal agencies to formal ize a process
for review of Federal data requests from the respondent's point of
view. The emphasis by EDAC and NCES has been directed until
recently to the elementary/secondary school level, but NCES,
recognizing the importance of this review effort, has now extended
this process to the postsecondary education level through liaison
with the State Higher Education Executive Officers.
Congress also recognized the need for coordination in order to
eliminate the excessive detail and unnecessary or redundant
information requests by enacting the Control of Paperwork
Amendment (Sec. 406 (gl ) as a part of the Education Amend
ments of 1976 (P.L. 94-482). This statute provides that the Secre
tary of HEW and the Assistant Secretary for Education shall
coordinate the collection of information and data acquisition
activities of the Education Division and OCR. The review and
coordination procedures are to be directed bytheAdministratorof
NCES. The statute covers only the Education Division and OCR.
Certain general education data are gathered by agencies outside
the Education Division of HEW. These include the collections of
elementary/secondary school systems' financial statistics by the
Bureau of the' Census; information concerning school breakfast
and lunch programs by the Department of Agriculture; student
data bY the Bureau of Indian Affairs, Department of the Interior;
information for certification of programs by the Veterans' Admin
istration; education data regarding programs sponsored by the
Department of Defense; data on students and teachers, partic
ularly in the scientific and engineering fields, by the National
Science Foundation; information on education manpower by the
Bureau of Labor Statistics; and data on intelligence and achieve
ment of children in the, Health and Nutrition Examination Survey
conducted by the National Center for Health Statistics.
There may be other Federal agencies which, collect or plan to
request information from the education community. All agencies,
with the exception of the independent Federal regulatory
agencies, would be included inthe recommendations contained in
this section. Forms clearance for the independent Federal regula-
t"r" ..,. ..........~l ...... ; ....... ~ ~L:"L _ ~i... .....
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These agencies, however, rarely have adirect effect on education.

Established EDAC procedures will provide a significant step
toward central coordination of data collection in the Education Di
vision and OCR. The other agencies requesting data from educa
tion respondents, however, are not required to use EDAC as a
clearinghouse for education data collection. Despite the attention
given to unnecessary, redundant collection, the Control of Paper
work Amendment is not broad enough to encompass the coordi
nation of education data collection outside the Education Division.

Data collection activities that cut across Federal agencies often
lack the necessary coordination to alleviate redundancy that gen
erates paperwork. The redundancy presently stems from the.lack
of comparability in data elements and definitions. It is important to
be able to review or monitor all educational data collection in the
light of each agency's needs and to systematize the process to
insure comparability by using standard methods and.definitions.
The utilization of information would be enhanced through
coordination by making it useful to more than one agency. Com
parability and compatibility would also allow the development of
more comprehensive statistical profiles. The fragmentation of
present data collection practices contributes to the lack of ac
curate, readily accessible educational information needed by
policy makers.

The importance of establishing a central clearinghouse in Federal
education data collection has been supported, not only by
Congress in the Education Amendments of 1976, but also by re
spondent groups. In November 1974, the Council of Chief State
School Officers urged HEW to centralize the collection of all
education data by the Federal C3overnment. A similar recommen
dation was approved during the 12th Annual Postsecondary
Education Seminar in 1976. The importance of establishing a
clearinghouse for data gathering was also supported in one of the
fourmajor recommendations in a 1976 report to HEW prepared by
a panel of the National Research Council of the National Academy
of Sciences. There is considerable support from all facets of the
education community for the concept of a single unit for coordi
nation of education data production activities.

The dollar savings achieved by eliminating redundancy or by
utilizing generally acceptable methods and definitions, which in
turn will improve both comparability and usefulness, should be a
significant step in minimizing data collection costs. The measure
of the cost saving that may occur as a result of timely and accurate
information being available for the determination of national
education policies would depend upon future information needs
and policy decisions, both of which are difficult to predict. The lrn
portance of having accurate information available during the
development of legislation and national policy cannot be over
estimated.
Implementation of this recommendation will require a minimum
outlay of resources and only a minor change in present pro-
cedures. It is an additional but necessary step that will result in 77



sound organizational management of data production.
The Statistical Policy Division of OMB has the authority under the
Federal Reports Act to establish guidelines for forms clearance
procedures and, under the Budget and Accounting Procedures
Act, to develop programs and issue regulations and orders for the
improved gathering, compiling, analyzing, publishlnq, and dis
semination of statistical information.

Recommendation No. 30
The Office of Management and Budget should provide for Federal
coordination of education data production by raqulrlng, In Its
forms clearance procedure, that all request from any Federal
agency for data from education respondents be coordinated
through the HEW Assistant Secretary for Education prior to OMB
clearance.
This recommendation was adopted by the Commission on
February 25,1977. In response, the Director of OMB replied to the
Commission on March 28, 1977 that the general strategy holds
great promise. He said EDAC is presently implementing the
Control of Paperwork Amendment to include coordination and
review of OCR education data collections. If EDAC is judged sub
sequently to be an effective mechanism, he stated, OMB would
advise the Secretary of HEW to coordinate education data
activities for the entire Department and, depending on the out
come of that effort, OMB would consider extending coordination
to all Federal departments.

Standardizing Terminology
There are currently more than 16,000 elementary and secondary
school districts and over 2,700 institutions of higher education in
the..United States. There are also many organizations and institu
tions with specialized training and instructional programs. All
these institutions and organizations have many data elements in
common. For data from different sources to be organized and
compared, there must be some standardization of terms used, the
definitions of those terms, classification systems, and units of
measure. This is particularly critical if data and information from
different sources are to be shared or compared.
The need for standardization can be illustrated by the example of
establishing a cost per elementary or secondary student which
requires a unit of measure for cost and a unit of measure for a
student. For purposes of this illustration, only variations of the
student unit measure will be examined. The alternatives would
include:

•. Membership (number of students on the current roll of a
class or school for a given date or period oftime, reflecting
entries and withdrawals).

• Average daily membership (the average number in
membership during a given period of time),

• Average daily attendance (the average number of days of
actual attendance by members).

• Enrollment (the number enrolled during a certain period of
711 time. disreaardina withdrRwRI,,\



Even in the third example, the definition of day of attendance may
vary not only from State to State, but also from local district to local
district. For instance, when an excused absence is counted as a
day of attendance in some schools or States and not in others, an
inflated figure is derived. These inflated figures then influence
funding allotments which are based in part on average daily
attendance, as under Title I of the Elementary and Secondary
Education Act.

NCES has made available a set of handbooks of standardized
terminology. These handbooks, which are revised periodically,
deal primarily with general information related to education and
stress standardized terms and definitions. Another NCES project,
the Common-Core-of-Oata (CCO) program, has been designed to
facilitate the providing of information needed on a recurring basis.
NCES indicates in its publication Projects, Products and Services
of NCES, 1976 that "National data-collection efforts in education
continue to be seriously restricted by delays in reporting, missing
data, nonresponse, and ambiguous information which results
inevitably and directly from lack of standardization in educational
data elements, recordkeeping, definitions, reporting procedures,
and educational practices."

The two major functions of CCO are to develop a basic set of data
based on common definitions and standards describing
elementary-secondary and postsecondary education and to give
technical assistance to State and local education agencies to
improve data gathering activities. There has been support for the
handbook series and the CCO concept from the 1976 Post
secondary Education Seminar in one of its summary recom
mendations and by CCSSO in a resolution passed in June 1973.,
Although NCES is making a concerted effortto promote the utiliza
tion of a set of handbooks as reference manuals for establishing
terms and definitions to be used in education data collection
activities, including the CCO project, all Federal agencies are not
utilizing these common references or concepts.

Recommendation No. 31
The Assistant Secretary for Education should use, as a common
reference for al/ terms and definitions used In education data
col/ection, the set of handbooks prepared by the National Center
for Education Statistics (NCES) for that purpose, and all forms
submitted for clearance should be made to conform to those terms
and definitions.

Recommendation No. 32
The Assistant Secretary for Education should give high priority to
the Common-Core-of-Data program developed by the NCES to
facilitate meaningful, comprehensive, and Integrated data collec
tion systems.

These recommendations were adopted by the Commission on
February 25, 1977. In response, the Assistant Secretary for Educa
tion replied to the Commission on April 1, 1977,that education data
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acquisition activities must conform to the NCES handbook terms
and that Common-Core-of-Data has a high priority in the Educa
tion Division.

Indexing System
One of the primary tools important in utilizing large amounts of
loosely related data is an automated system for indexing or
cataloguing available data. An index system will provide a guide to
point out or facilitate reference. At present, no index system is
available at the Federal level to serve the education data com
munity. Plans should be developed to implement an indexing
system that will not only increase the utilization of available data,
but also provide a necessary management tool to assist in reducing
duplication.

Users of education data generally include Congress, the general
public, Government agencies, education organizations, news
media and business. Although possibly the greatest use of data is
made by the collecting agency itself for program administration,
there are approximately 1,000 other requests for education data
each month to NCES alone. Additional requests may be directed to
other collecting agencies.

"Utilization of data can be enhanced if the user can establish re-
lationships between variable data elements by means' of an
indexing system. For example, the cost of education and the per
formance of students of differing socio-economic backgrounds
are variables whose relationship must be examined. When the
variables come from separate sources, indexing should allow the
user to determine if these relationships are currently available. In
dexing may also indicate additional variables that are needed or
relationships that are missing. Determination of need for addi
tional data elements is most difficult in the absence of an
automated index system.

Duplication is described consistently as a major factor in paper
work burden. Indexing should increase efficiencies in proposed
data collection by locating duplicative efforts in advance. For
example, where enrollment data are being collected through
general statistics, the data should be shared with program
monitors. This does not always happen and, as a result, the enroll
ment data is collected again and again in the program' area.
Although this example may be an oversimplification of the
problem, it can become very com plex, given the number of
agencies, organizations and program areas involved in collecting
education data.

OMS presently has an inventory which lists forms by form number,
number of responses, and number of person-hours necessaryfor
completing the form. The OMS forms inventory is arranged by
agency and type of information the forms will collect, such as
application, program management, etc., but it does not list the
individual data elements included on each form.

EDAC has developed an inventory system that lists forms by broad
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designed to analyze report forms in many different ways, but it
does not presently include the listing of each individual data
element contained on the data collection forms. There are plans to
develop an automated indexing function in the EDAC system. An
automated system would facilitate the detection of duplication and
the identification of any agency that had already collected the
same data.

The use of such a system must be extended to include those
agencies that do not presently fall under the EDAC purview. The
coordination of education data, recommended above, would serve
to make the indexing procedure much more comprehensive than
would otherwise be possible. Indexing would then be one of the
coordinating functions performed by EDAC in its role as co
ordinator of education data collection.

Recommendation No. 33
The Assistant Secretary for Education should further the Im
plementation of the Education Division's data acquIsition system
by including in it an automated indexIng system for cataloguIng
available data. This indexing function should extend to all
agencies that collect education data, and adequate fundIng for thIs
purpose should be requested.

This recommendation was adopted by the Commission on
February 25,1977. In response, the Assistant Secretary for Educa
tion replied to the Commission on April 1,1977, thatthe Education
Division included in its Fiscal Year 1977 supplemental appropria
tions request the funds to develop an automated indexing system.

Reducing Burden
The first partial coordination of education data collection and use
is located in HEW's Education Division under the Assistant
Secretary for Education and is directed by the Administrator of
NCES. Representatives of each of the four agencies comprising
the Division serve on committees which review data acquisition
requests directed to elementary and secondary education, post
secondary education, adult and vocational and career education,
and the education of handicapped children. Those that are
approved then become part of an annual data acquisition plan
comprising approximately 400 data-gathering forms.
As this coordinating function developed in its first three years, it
has been limited to data gathered by the Education Division. If
Recommendation No. 30, above, is adopted, the overview function
will expand to cut across all Federal agencies requiring OMB forms
clearance for data collection from education respondents. Then,
for the first time, a central source in the Education Division can
maintain records on who is collecting what, from whom, and for
what purpose.

The Education Division's annual data acquisition plan, when con
sidered in conjunction with information from other Federal
agencies, will contain the data submitted in applications for grants,
program and management reports, surveys, questionnai res,
record keeping requirements, and compliance reports. These data
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will provide information on subjects such as facilities, finance,
enrollment, staff, and program, among others.

The objective of the Education Division should be to complete
review of its forms in time to permit Federal Register publication,
by the January preceding the start of the school year, of all plans to
collect education data for that school year. This will provide the
nine months of lead time States and institutions require to build
their data acquisition plans and collecting activities, as recom
mended in Section IV. The Education Division has not yet achieved
this objective, one which would relieve considerably the reporting
burden on education respondents.

Another potential contribution to the easing of paperwork burden
would be in the reduction or elimination of duplication and
redundancy. Respondents have complained about requirements
to submit identical or similar data on many forms. Frequently
NCES has already collected some of the data but has not been able
to process it quickly enough to provide it to another agency in time
to prevent a second collection of repetitive data. Available data
should be provided to permit - indeed, to require - program
managers to collect only that information that has not already been
gathered. Multiple uses of data in this way would benefit both
agencies and respondents. It can be made possible by means of
the automated index discussed in Recommendation No. 33 and by
prompt processing of data as they are received.

Recommendation No. 34
The Assistant Secretary for Education should review all education
data gathering Instruments in the calendar year preceding col
lection and announce by the January preceding the start of the
school year the data elements to be collected In September.

Recommendation No. 35
The Assistant Secretary for Education shoulddevelop the capacity
of the Education Division to provide promptly, for multiple use by
agencies, data already collected such as in surveys, applications,
compliance reporting, management reporting, financial reporting
and evaluation, and limit any further collections to those Items not
already In hand.
The Assistant Secretary for Education is not empowered to require
the adoption of a data announcement and collection cycle or the
multiple uses of data by agencies outside the Education Division.
The Commission believes the voluntary observance of these
recommendations by other agencies would be equally efficient for
them as well. Better data would be collected with a nine-month
lead time, and the respondent burden would be lessened through
elimination of much duplication.
Recommendation No. 36
The Office of Management and Budget should urge all agencies,
when they collect data only from education respondents, to
provide nine months advance notice of collection and to share
their data collections with the Education Division formUltiple uses
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The Role of Congress
A volume of over 700 pages was required, at the close of the 93d
Congress in 1974, to set forth the Federal education laws that had
originated with the Senate Committee on Labor and Public Welfare
and the House Committee on Education and Labor. A similar
publication containing education legislation authorized by other
committees would likely requirean equal number of pages. Astudy
by the Library of Congress identified 439 statutory authorities
affecting postsecondary education alone. These authorities arose
from the work of 18of the 22 standing committees of the House and
16 of the 18 standing committees of the Senate.

Most laws affecting education require paperwork, both by those
persons or institutions benefited or affected and by the agencies
which issue the regulations and administer the programs. OE, a
major administrator of education programs, has had more than a
tenfold increase in the last five years in the numberof documents it
publishes annually in the Federal Register, from 32 in Fiscal Year
1972 to an estimated 368 in Fiscal Year 1977.
In addition to passing laws which result in programs requiring
paperwork, Congress also mandates special studies and reports
from HEW which in turn may require paperwork from education
respondents. Thirty-four of these reports were required in the
Education Amendments of 1972, 48 in the Education Amendments
of 1974, and 34 in the Education Amendments of 1976. In that short
span of time, required reports have become so numerous and have
had such short completion times that the agencies could not meet
the response deadline. The Education Amendments of 1976, for
example, authorized changes in completion dates that would not
be met for at least 19 reports in the Education Amendments of
1974.
There are at leasttwo causes olthe short reporting deadlines in the
case of the Education Amendments of 1974. First, the introduction
of bills and their amendments in committees began early in the
two-year tenure of that Congress. By the time a bill had cleared
each House and the two bills had gone to conference for final
agreement on a single bill, the Congress was approaching the end
of its two-year period, and the reporting dates carried over from the
original bills were no longer achievable. Second, in the instance of
the preparation of the Education Amendments of 1974, Congress
had changed the fiscal year starting date from July 1 to October 1,
thus shortening the reporting time that had been based on the
earlier date.
The Senate Committee on Human Resources and the House Com
mittee on Education and Labor, originators of most of the purely
educational legislation, have begun, in the last half dozen years to
try to control paperwork burdens created by education laws.
Simultaneously, they have sought to improve the quality and
manage the quantity of information and data necessary to assess
programs and shape public policy. This is being done in
sympathetic response to complaints from education respondents.

In the Education Amendments of 1972, for example, Congress
mandated an analysis by the Commissioner of Education of all OE 83



rules, regulations, guidelines, or other published interpretations or
orders. The Commissioner was required to report to the education
committees within one year on the specific legal authority of each
section of each rule or regulation and to publish these rules or
regulations in the Federal Register for comment no later than 60
days after the report. After a 60-day comment period by interested
parties, the Commissioner was to report to the education
committees any actions taken and then to republish all regulations
or rules in final form.

The magnitude of the study of all rules and regulations ordered in
the Education Amendments of 1972,however, did not permit their
completion in one year. OE thus began the task of studying the
laws on a section-by-section basis. Byearly 1977,almost five years
later, it had completed work on 49 sections and had published their
regulations in the Federal Register.' Eight sections remained to be
completed at that time but were in process and nearing
completion.

In the Education Amendments of 1974,Congress took two further
actions to control burdens on the pubtlc. First, it provided by law a
ao-oay comment period before the effective date of any standard,
rule, regulation, or general requirement. Concurrent with publica
tion in the Federal Register of rules or regulations, Congress
required also their transmission to the two Houses to provide for
disapproval by concurrent resolution within a 45-day period if
Congress found them inconsistent with the laws. Thus far, the
Congress has not taken such action of disapproval, but it has held
occasional hearings on some subjects of immediate concern.

Second, Congress established the National Center for Education
Statistics in the office of the Assistant Secretary for Education to
collect and disseminate statistics and other data related to educa
tion. It also made the NCES administrator's post an appointed
position in the competitive service, not subject to political
influence. These actions gave NCES independence from any other
HEW agency, placed it in a leadership role, gave it more
responsibility, and made it subject to direct consideration by the
appropriations committees. These actions later became the basis
for Congress' first education paperwork legislation.

In the Education Amendments of 1976,Congress forthe first time
specifically addressed the burdens of paperwork in passing the
Control of Paperwork Amendment, sec. 406(g). It said that "in
order to eliminate excessive detail and unnecessary or redundant
information requests," the Secretary and Assistant Secretary for
Education shall coordinate the collection of information and data
acquisition activities of the Education Division and the Office for
Civil Rights. It required the Assistant Secretary for Education to
provide staff to establish a procedure for the review of information
collection and data acquisition under the direction of ttie
Administrator of NCES.

'Conversation with staff of the House Committee on Education and Labor,
84 March, 1977.



Further, the Administrator was required to assist in thiscoordina
tion by requiring each of the two agencies to provide a detailed
justification of how information once collected will be used and an
estimate of the man-hours required by each respondent to
complete the requests. A public comment period prior to final OMS
clearance was established also. And fi nally, Congress di rected that
the Assistant Secretary for Education make legislative recom
mendations necessary for meeting the objectives of the paper
work amendment. .

In several other sections of the Education Amendments of 1976,
such as section 802(b) (4) on cooperative education, language on
information gathering was changed from what the Commissioner
"may reasonably require" to such data "as are essential." This
represents another congressional directive to hold reporting to
minimal limits.

Despite these efforts, the net effect of enacting new education
legislation every two years is an increase in the number of forms to
be completed and regulations to be observed. Congressional and
agency policy makers are currently discussing additional data
needs to be obtained from individuals as well as from institutions.
They are interested in developing information about the general
population, the noncollegiate sector, and about teacher supply
and demand by specific areas and subjects, for example. All these
demands ior information wiii require carefully planned annual data
acquisitions and multiple uses of information if respondents and
agencies are to keep current in supplying them.

Congress could assist greatly in easing paperwork burdens on
respondents by observing the need for adequate lead time
between an agency's announcement of its intent to collect data
and the actual time of collection. This could be achieved if the
Congress would allow, in mandating specific completion dates for
studies and reports, sufficient time for the agency announcement
in January prior to collection in September and if, in the mean
time, Congress would use available data until a new collection is
made. Such a course would facilitate implementation of
Recommendation No. 34.

There is precedent for suggesting congressionally approved lead
time for education. In the Study of the United States Office of
Education by the House Special Subcommittee on Education in
the Second Session of the 89th Congress, recommendations were
made for a full year of adequate planning before newly authorized
programs become fully operative and that appropriations be made
no later than May 1. All education programs are now forward
funded by one year, and implementation of vocational education
programs in the Education Amendments of 1976 was delayed for
one year to permit agency planning.

Congress could also ease the burden of responding to certain
proposed regulations, by providing timely hearings for the regula
tion-writers when the particular statute has little or no hearing
record or other legislative history. Some recent examples would
include Title IX on sex discrimination in the Education Amend- 85



rnents of 1972, the Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act of
the Education Amendments of 1974, and section 504 of the
Rehabilitation Act of 1973.Such hearings could encompass either
oversight or a concurrent resolution of disapproval under section
431 (d) -(1) of the General Education Provisions Act. However a
record of congressional intent is established, agencies and
respondents would benefit by the necessary clarification.

Recommendation No. 37
The education commtnees of Congress (I.e., the Senate Com
mittee on Human Resources and the House Committlle on Educa
tion and Labor) should review In every third Congress, beginning
with the 95th Congress, the reports and studies they require of the
Department of Health, Education, and Welfare in order to eliminate
those no longer needed, consolidate those that can be combined,
and make the remainder compatible with an overall plan for
reporting.

Recommendation No. 38
The education committees of Congress should recognize January
1as the latest date by which Federal agencies shouldannounce the
specific education data to be collected at the start of the following
school year, to provide sufficient lead time for States and Institu
tions to include such data in their annual acquisition plans.

Recommendation No. 39
The education committees of Congress should hold hearings on
proposed regulations or data-gathering forms that are developed
from laws whenever agencies and respondents Indicate a need for
guidance in preparing or responding to the ensuing regulations or
forms.

Respondent Participation
The Commission has observed the role and effectiveness of re
spondent groups both in ensuring the collection of sufficient and
reliable data and in controlling the frequent desire for excessive
amounts of data. We believe the need for adequate and accurate
data is best met when originators of and respondents to data
requests first consult on what is to be collected, from whom, and
for what purpose.

The Control of Paperwork Amendment cited earlier mandates a
public comment period for all data-gathering forms of the
Education Division when they are ready for final OMS clearance.
Although the mandate establishes a check point near the end of the
forms clearance procedures, earlier consultation with respondents
in the preparation of forms would undoubtedly improve and
expedite the final product. Such consultation could include field
tests of forms and site visits by agency staffs, where possible, to
evaluate respondent burden.

Among the better organized groups are the Council of Chief State
School Officers (CCSSO), an independent organization of State
superintendents and commissioners of education, and its Com
mittee on Evaluation and Information Systems (CEIS), formed in
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and from six other territorial jurisdictions. Another 100 or more
State and local education agency staff persons assist in monitoring
and reviewing Federal data reports.

CEIS is divided into committees on data acquisition, evaluation,
and information systems development. These committees are
divided further into task forces which concentrate on specific
areas such as compliance reporting, food and nutrition services,
vocational education, education of the handicapped, common
core of data, standard terminology, and technical assistance.
Results from these task force efforts can be shown in the> example
of school lunch paperwork cited in the first section. Through
consultation with the Department of Agriculture, CEIS was able to
achieve consolidation of three monthly report forms in one
instance and two monthly reports in another, plus the provision for
adequate lead time for both reports as well as others.

Representatives of the full committee and task forces meet at least
twelve times per year to consult ondata collection activities with
agency staffs from the Education Division, OMB, Department of
Agriculture, Census Bureau, Bureau of Labor Statistics, Equal
Employment Opportunity Commission, Office for Civil Rights,
National Science Foundation and many others. Extensive records
are maintained on each Federal form reviewed, including the
names of Federal staff persons with whom CEIS meets by
schedule and consults by telephone or letter between meetings.
These records show actions in 1976 to provide lead time for school
civil rights surveys, justification of data items in a bilingual survey
of teachers' language skills, and the combining of a study of
English language proficiency with a pupil survey of family income
and education, among at least three dozen other forms where
agreements for collection were achieved or continue under dis
cussion until agreements can be reached.

These efforts to improve data collection and utilization at the
elementary and secondary levels are in part supported financially
by NCES. Late in 1976, this program of financial assistance was
expanded to include a' representative organization in post
secondary education when NCES contracted with the State Higher
Education Executive Officers (SHEEO) to establish a similar
program of cooperation and planning in data collection and use.
One purpose of support for SHEEO was the creation of a com
munication network among all States which would become the
basis for exchanging postsecondary education data between and
among States and the Federal Government.

Traditional higher education has functioned very well over the
decades as a respondent group under the auspices of the
American Council on Education (ACE), an umbrella organiza
tion. Staffs of major college and university membership groups
which comprise ACE have met regularly for almost 20 years to
review pending legislation, proposed requlations. and data
requests. These institutional membership groups include:
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• National Association of College and University Business
Officers (NACUBO),

• Association of American Universities,
• National Association of State Universities and Land-Grant

Colleges,
• American Association of State Colleges and Universities,
• American Association of Community and Junior Colleges,
• National Association of Independent Colleges and

Universities, and the
• Association of Jesuit Colleges and Universities..

These meetings, held at least weekly in recent years, have been
expanded to include a variety of specialized associations in order
to provide specific expertise on particular subjects. All these
membership organizations, sometimes through a lead associa
tion, comment on most data-gathering requests and proposed
regulations and provide regular consultation to appropriate Fed
eral agencies and the Congress.

ACE provldes additional overall leadership for higher education in
a variety of ways. It recently arranged a series of meetings,
including one with the President, to meet the new administration
and to discuss general problems facing education. It also assigned
responsibility to NACUBO to monitor paperwork concerns in
behalf of higher education. The NACUBO paperwork committee,
mentioned earlier in this report, will continue to support
implementation of Commission recommendations afterthis report
is issued.

A Iist of the various forms, proposed regulations, and other in
stances where these higher education associations have acted in
cooperation with Federal agencies to reduce paperwork burdens
would be lengthy. Three notable examples include regulations
covering the Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act of 1974;
regulations implementing Title IX of the Education Amendments of
1972; and the shaping of Form EEO-6, which is used by colleges
and universities to report statistics of their employees by minority
group, sex, job category, and salary range. These organizations
also reqularly consult with NCES on the annual Higher Education
General Information Survey, with the National Science Founda
tion on its various surveys, and with other agencies.

Respondent groups cited in this report, and all such advisory
groups, can playa unique role. Because committees of Congress,
agencies of the Federal Government, and the States and their
education institutions work independently of one another for the
most part, these advisory groups can help improve decisions, the
Commission believes, by providing the necessary communication
links between and among these committees, agencies, and States.
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Recommendation No. 40
Federal agencies planning to gather data from educatlonallnstltu
tlons or State or local education agencies should consult them
and/or their associations before making decisions on the scope or
the form of the requirement.

Recommendation No. 41
Education respondent groups should provide consultation and
comment to Congress and to the agencies when consulted In
advance and when notices are published In the Federal Register
concerning data collection or rulemaklng. .
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Appendix A
Highlights 01 the Washington, D.C. Hearing,
Commission on Federal Paperwork, January 29-30, 1976
Dr. Mark Shedd, Commissioner 01 Education, Connecticut, testified that
accurate, timely, and relevant information is needed by all levels of the
education establishment in order to evaluate available options and make
intelligent decisions. However, clear distinctions must be made between
need-to-know and nice-to-know information requests. Priorities must be
established in order to determine how much information State and local
educational agencies can be reasonabiy expected to provide without
adversely affecting ongoing programs. Uniform definitions for reporting
terms must be enacted if information is to be handled and processed more
efficiently. The definitions used in the Common Core of Data Project are
one method of streamlining the data collection process.

Federal, State, and local officials must communicate with each other and
coordinate their efforts if the paperwork burden is to be reduced. One step
that can be taken to reduce paperwork is to designate HEW's National
Center for Education Statistics as the national clearinghouse for all
Federal data requests relating to education. In addition, consideration
must be given to the potential reporting burden of new statutory require
ments. Congress should consult with the relevant Federal agencies and
respondents on the impact and cost of surveys required of State and local
education in pending legislation before it is enacted. Furthermore,
Congress should provide adequate funds to reimburse local educational
units for the expense of conducting special mandated studies.

Highlights 01 the Des Moines, Iowa, Hearing,
Commission on Federal Paperwork, June 17-18, 1976
R. Wayne Richie, Executive Secretary, Iowa Board 01 Regents, Des
Moines, testilied that because educational units rely heavily on Federal
lunds lor their operation, the corresponding burden 01 paperwork they
must complete is especially great. Distinctions must be developed
between reasonable and excessive data requests. For example, the
Veterans' Administration pays Iowa universities $3 per benelit-reciplent
lor processing its paperwork. The cost, however, 01providing this service
is approximately $20 per recipient. Therefore, the actual amount 01
Federal paperwork required in this instance is nearly seven times greater
than that established by the VA as a reasonably expected level.

James E. Mitchell, Associate Superintendent, Planning and Management
Information Branch, lowaDepartment 01 Public Instruction, Des Moines,
testilied that in 1973 HEW's Office 01 Education required respondents to
report 43.4 million data items which required 2.2 million staff-hours to
prepare. Funds originallY intended to help educate students are being
diverted to lullill reporting requirements which oiten have no bearing on
the pupil in the classroom. Jerry Starkweather, Associate Superin
tendent, Rehabilitation Education and Services, Department 01 Public
Instruction, Des Moines,stated that HEW's Individualized Written
Rehabilitation Program isan example of aworthwhile communication tool
that has been sabotaged by excessive Federal reporting guidelines. This
type of situation could be avoided ltlocal administrators familiar with the
problems of program beneficiaries were given the opportunity to develop
and implement data needs.



Appendix B
Report of the Interagency Task Force
on Higher Education Burden Reduction, December 14, 1976

Introduction
The Federal Government and colleges and universities have in recent
decades entered into a remarkable partnership, building the world's
greatest capability for scholarship, advanced education and the applica
tion of fundamental knowledge to the pressing problems of our society.
The Government played a leading role in recognizing the unique re
sourcesrepresented inour higher education institutions, but hasturned in
the last 20 years toward offering support for those programs and incen
tives which further national objectives directly. This growth of categorical
aid to universities and colleges has brought with it the expected controls
born of the need for stewardship in the use of these Federal monies. Many
institutions are critically dependent on this Federal support. As wave alter
wave of regulations, surveys, and compliance activities have hit, they have
until recently endured with suffering and silence, while resources made
scarce by shrinking dollars have been diverted to administrative and
accountability functions.

In the last few years, however, there has been a rising levelof conscious
ness, an awarenessby the institutionsthat unlessa wider perspective can
replace the individualistic motivations of those in Federal agencies who,
by themselves, define the need for data and detailed accountability, this
special partnership between Government and the institutions will be
maimed. It is even now severely strained. In his opening remarks-to this
Interagency Task Force on Higher Education Burden Reduction, Dr.
Mathews, Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare, said:

The strength behind that protest is considerable, determined and
permanent. It is an idea whose time has come.

At this point, you have control of how the needed changes will come
about. T.heycan come about with some deliberation on the part of
people who are invested with the responsibility or they can come
about more precipitously with iess thought. I am fully convinced
that it is in your interest and the interest of your agencies to make
some accommodation to the petition of the institutions of higher
iearning and post-secondary education in this country. I think it
serves your purpose and their purposes as well.

The Interagency Task Force brought together, under White House
initiative, 28 people from 15agencies to: assess the problem; evaluate a set
of recommendations' made by a group of College and university experts
on Federal paperwork and reporting burdens; and propose specific steps
which would have the greatest effect on the reporting and recordkeeping
burdens of the institutions.

The charge was to have an impact, and promptly. This established the
scope for the work of the Task Force. The resultant recommendations
below concentrate on relatively immediate steps which would con
siderably lessen the tensions between academia and the Government and
relieve much of the workload that falls on the institutions and Govern
ment alike.

1Report of the Secretary's Work Group for Consolidation and Simplification of Fed
eral Reporting Requirements for Institutions of Higher Education, HEW, October
15, 1976. . .
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Recommendations
1. At present there is no single directory or index to Federal data gather
ing programs affecting higher education institutions which can be used by
the agencies or the various forms clearance offices to identify sources of
data, technical survey design expertise, or duplication. The Task Force
recommends that the Statistical Policy DiVision, Office of Management
and Budget, should develop such an index, with entries made at the
earliest notice from the agencies of plans to collect data and updated as
each form is revised or new forms added. This fully-developed capability
might involve a computerized information system which could be tapped
by remote terminal permitting a search by topic, by data element, and by
agency. Periodically it would be possible to produce from this data base a
directory of forms being used with higher education institutions, making
available a data source reference for use by those seeking data about
higher education institutions.

2. The Task Force believes thatthe data acquisition plan of the Education
Division of HEW is an important tool for planning and evaluating infor
mation needs and resources. This plan identifies the data gathering activi
ties to be undertaken in the foliowing fiscal year. Those which are
approved are the only data acquisition activities which can be mounted
that year. The Task Force recommends that all Federal agencies develop
data acquisition plans.

3. The Task Force does not find that control of the paperwork dilemma
can be gained simply by demanding that agencies meet even more
stringent and detailed documentation requirements for the approval of
forms than now exist. Many forms designed to collect survey data and to
satisfy administrative recordkeeping requirements are well designed, and
reflect excellent conceptual, technical, and consultative efforts. Requir
ing in all cases that forms clearance be subject to extensive clearance
documentation discourages the responsible approaches to information
collection which should be encouraged. Increased internal paperwork
within government can be as needlessly burdensome as it is at colleges
and universities.

The Task Force therefore recommends that OMB revise its forms
clearance procedures by requiring a notice to OMB of the intention to
originate orreviewa form. OMB would then assign the form to one oftwo
clearance tracks, using stratified random sampling method. However,
controversial or particulariy burdensome forms could be assigned to the
second track with certainty. The smaller set of forms in the "audit" track
would require the full and extensive package of documentation called for
in the current OMB instructions for Form 83 and elsewhere in the Task
Force report. Intensive OMB review of forms clearance packages in the
second track on the described sample basis should provide sufficient
basis for an assessment of the agency's capacity to produce optimal infor
mation gathering instruments and complete justifications.
In subsequent cycles, agencies with demonstrated success in previous
audits should continue to have their work examined on the modified
random basis described above. Failure to satisfy the justification and
documentation requirements of the Federal Reports Act and related regu
lations and OMB circulars shall be taken as prima facie evidence of an
agency or division's inability to control unnecessary, uneconomical, inef
fective, or burdensome reporting requirements. OMB would then audit in
succeeding years a much larger portion of clearance packages only from
those offices which fail the initial audit.

4. The Task Force recommends that higher education institutions and
their representatlve.orqanlzatlons should serve as experts on the design,
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such institutions. This consultation should be sought by survey sponsors
early in the planning process, before data formats and definitions are
nearly finalized. Although such consultation would be also available to the
Clearance Offices of OMB and GAO. its greater value will be in the
development and evaluation phases of survey planning by the agencies.

5. Although there are three basic measures used by OMB to measure
Federal reporting requirements (numberof reporting forms, numberof re
sondents, and amount of time required to complete the reports), identify
ing the level of burden requires the accurate estimation of all three
measures. The Task Force review of selected clearance packages and
analysis of reporting procedures showed that amount of time required is
unlikely to be known accurately by the agencies or OMB.

Most forms require for their completion the cooperation of many offices at
colleges and universities, and the number of respondents is a variable
multiple of the number of institutions filing the report. The under
statement of number of respondents would not itself be a serious problem
if the number of person-hours required to complete the forms were
actually known. The usual agency practice of estimating average person
hours in almost every case ignores the range of effort across institutions
and the fact that the burden is knowable and need not be guessed at by
agencies in Washington.
The Task Force recommends that for all forms a sample of respondent
institutions be asked to report estimates of marginal person-hours that are
necessary to complete the form. This estimate should be given in two
categories: (1) the time required for reporting the information after it has
been assembled; and (2) the time expended in collecting and assembling
the information if it is not already available.
Agencies should design the samples so that good empirical estimates of
the distribution of burden can be derived for institutions of different size
and type of control. These estimates should be used in weighing the need
for the information against its burden to the respondents.

6. Complaints of response burden are frequently to be found at the
institutional level but less recognized at the agency level. In order to better
evaluate the burden of Federal forms, the Task Force recommends that
agencies maintain comment and complaint files on a torrn-by-torm basis
and use them in forms redesign and in lnterpretlnq.the data obtained.

7. The Task Force finds ample evidence that the current practices of plan
ning surveys and pretests, and the current statutory requirement offormal
clearance of all surveys addressed to more than nine respondents, are
insufficient to minimize the reporting burdens. The Task Force recom
mends comprehensive pretesting by the form and survey sponsors at a
representative group of institutions prior to submission to OMB or GAO
for final clearance to permit sponsors to identify potentially onerous
aspects of their proposed instruments and generally improve the quality of
data collected.

The Task Force also recommends that pretesting should be done on site at
institutions so form and survey sponsors can seefirsthand any special dif
ficulties and be more able to provide instructions and instruments which
will meet the criteria of efficiency, adequacy and minimum burden on re
spondents.

8. The collection of highly detailed information by which Federal
agencies may discover the failure of institutions to comply with
regulations or statutes may be inappropriate when respondent burden and
practical utility to the agency are considered. The Task Force recom
mends that screening surveys be utilized to detect the need for the subse
quent collection of more detailed data. Although this two-stage approach 93



may appear to take more time, there will befarless respondent burden, the
compliance agency will not have to handle such a large volume of unused
data, and the staff can be made available for the analytic work which so
often is pressed into the background.
9. The Task Force recommends that special attention should be paid by
survey sponsors to the workload required for statistical and administra
tive reporting as it impacts on certain groups of institutions. For example,
small institutions have less capability to take on what might be a modest
request of a campus with more resources. The data which might be
obtained from the smaller institutions or other categories of institutions
may weigh very -lightly in the corpus of data for decision-making, but
nevertheless pose a workload, perhaps a clear example of unnecessary
burden.

10. Sampling of the data items should also be used to reduce respondent
burden. For example, certain data might be collected by a census of all
institutions, while more detailed data could be obtained from just a sample
of those institutions. This approach will still be considered a single survey
by the Clearance Office, OMS, because its objective is to reduce report
ing burden.

11. The Work Group Report' recom mended that all Federal data activities
be consolidated in a single agency in order to reduce the number of
Government/institution contacts, standardize definitions, remove dupli
cation, minimize changes in definitions and data formats, and dissemi
nate the results in a timely fashion. Careful examination of the implica
tions of this proposal has led the Task Force to'recommend against a
single data collection agency. In the view of the Task Force, these objec
tives would not be guaranteed by such an agency.
On the other hand, there are counter-indications that a single data collec
tion agency could add problems. What is often thought by critics of
Federal reporting requirements to be duplication often turns out to be not
much redundancy, but a very heavy load of reporting which does not
appear necessary. In many cases data serve specific program or policy
purposes, and increasing the distance between user and data collector is
inadvisable. No currently established agency is staffed or otherwise
prepared to handle the heavy workload of such a consolidation, and
increased funding of that magnitude is unlikely. Agencies which become
dependent on another agency for their data will become vulnerable when
exposed to data policies or changing priorities which they cannot control.
The complexity of such a new organization would not lead to simplifica
tion of the contacts between Government and the institutions. The single
agency could not be expected to be able to provide the substantive
expertise in the depth now available in specialized agencies.
Many of the recommendations of the Task Force, if implemented, can be
expected to cut back on unnecessary or poorly designed data collection
efforts. Instead of supporting the single agency concept, the Task Force
recommends enhanced support for the continued improvement of sta
tistical agencies and units, such as the survey, data library and dissemi
nation services at the National Center for Education Statistics (NCES).
The Task Force also recommends that survey data from nonfederal
organizations should be added to the EDSTAT system at NCES to broaden
the base of statistical information.
12. The Task Force recommends that data elements which have multi
agency uses be identified early in the planning process and that priority be
given to the early editing and release of responses tothese items. The Task
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data already in Federal agency files.
13. The Federal Administrative Procedure Act establishes a process for
ensuring that public reaction to Federal policies is considered during the
development of regulations. The several steps in this process include
publication of a Notice of Proposed RUie Making (NPRM) with a 45-day
comment period prior to publication of final regulation; encouraging
comments through public hearings; requiring that Federai agencies
maintain a record of written comments received during the NPRM
comment period for review by interested persons; and, publication offinal
regulations reflecting public opinions and suggestions for change.

A quick survey of thirteen of the agencies represented on the Task Force
indicates that public involvement is an increasingly important factor in the
regulations process, and that the agencies should reflect this in a more
systematic way. The Task Force recommends that Federal agencies
shouid, where appropriate, introduce into the current regulations
development process a "notice of intent to develop regulations"to be pub
lished in the receret Register with an aliowed comment period of 45 days
prior to the NPRM stage. The current Notice of Proposed Rule-Making
process should, where appropriate, detail the type of reporting forms that
will be required by the new set of regulations and estimate the burden in
stitutions will have to assume in collecting or maintaining data. The
agency shouid indicate its willingness to evaluate within two years the
impact of the regulation in major policy areas.

14. Accountability for Federal funds is necessary; however, OMS shouid
reduce the institutional recordkeeping requirements entailed in the
Federai time and effort reporting and documentation of cost sharing by
ensuring that collected information is meaningful and useful. OMS should
implement the Commission on Government Procurement recommenda
tion (S-8) which would effectively eliminate the necessity for cost sharing
on R&D projects in concurrence with asimilar recommendation endorsed
by the Federai Paperwork Commission at its meeting on December 3,
1976. OMS should also seek omission of cost sharing requirements in the
Independent Offices-HUD and HEW-Labor Appropriations Acts.

15. The Task Force recognizes the accomplishments inherent in OMS
Circular A-110, which establishes uniform administrative requirements for
grants and other. awards received from Federal agencies. This Circular is
expected to contribute appreciably to the reduction of the record keeping
and reporting burden on colleqes and, universities on all grants and on
those contracts, though few in number, to which it applies.
The Task Force believes that this contribution could be considerabiy
enhanced if the standards set forth in OMS Circular A-110 could apply, in
some measure at ieast, to the majority of contracts for research, training,
demonstration, and public service that are generally performed in colleges
and universities. There would undoubtedly have to be some flexibility in
orderto conform to the major procurement regulations, but Circular A-110
represents a significant achievement that should be extended where pos-
sible to contracts. .

OMS is urged to consider such extension,

16. A singie agency should be identified for managing the Federai interest
in selected areas, such as human subjects protection, care and use of
laboratory animals, ciean air, pure water, and patents. Such an approach
could be modeled aftertheexisting cognizant audit agency conceptwhich
has reduced duplicative activities associated with financiai audits of
federally-sponsored programs by assigning each college and universityto
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a sinqre aurnttnq agency, generally the agency with the greatest support to
that institution.

The current mode of operation in such areas could be characterized as an
informal version of lead agency responsibility, i.e., one agency having the
broad legislative mandate in a given area, but other interested agencies
are still able to regulate with no assurance that individual provisions are
compatible to other existing agency guidelines. A case in point is the area
of human subjects research. An institution of higher education may have
to negotiate separate general assurance for the use of human subjects in
research and related activities reflecting the different requirements of, for
example, HEW, ERDA, and the Consumer Product Safety Commission.
Under the cognizant agency concept, on the other hand, a single agency
would assume complete responsibility for the development of all regula
tions in that area, reviewing existing regulationsacross Government and
prepare a codification with recommendations for legislative changes as
necessary to removeinconsistencies. It would minimize the reporting and
recordkeeplng burden by being the only agency having interface with
higher education institutions in a given area.

In support of the cognizant agency concept, the President should direct all
appropriate agencies to respond within 90 days to his request for agency
positions in regard to the assumption of the cognizant role in the areas of:
(1) human subjects protection, (2) care and use of laboratory animals, (3)
clean air, (4) pure water, and (5) patents. Aftersubmission of agency posi
tions, OMS should advise the Presidentonthe final selection of cognizant
agency to each area.

17. The suggestion to consolidate the Federal Government's programs of
enforcement of equal employment opportunity, civil rights and affirma
tive action is attractive although the problems which need to be addressed
are too broad and complex to be Included as a mission of this Task Force
with the current time frame. For example, there is overlapping among
various antidiscrimination legislative provisions, Executive Orders, and
their implementing regulations designed to prevent discrimination by
Government contractors, grantees and employers, public and private.
These legislative provisions and Executive Orders are administered by
several Federal agencies. This situation, in some instances, leads to undue
burden in the form of duplication of enforcement activities which wastes
the resources of all parties and impedes effective enforcement. Civil rights
enforcement and the administration of regulations have been perceived in
some instances as imposing unreasonable burdens. We have examined
the various civil rights regulations and instructions and have determined
that there is no significant redundancy in recordkeeping and reporting
requirements.

The Task Force recommends that the President form an appropriate group
of knowledgeable persons from all relevant agencies and representatives
from selected universities and colleges who have expertise in these areas
to be convened by February 1977 to explore this complex problem under
the chairmanship of a distinguished leader from the higher education
community who is knowledgeable, sensitive, and experienced in the field
of case rights. Adequate staff and other support must be provided in this
effort. The Presidential group should prepare within a gO-dayperiod an ac
tion plan for this consolidation, including the legislative changes
necessary to assign "cognizant agency" status (see Recommendation 16). 97
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The Task Force also recommends that the Department of Labor, the Office
forCivil Rights (HEW),the Internal Revenue Service, the U.S. Commission
on Civil Rights, the Justice Department and the Equal Employment Op
portunity Commission coordinate their enforcement activities through a
memorandum of understanding.

18. The Federal Government permits recipients of grants and other agree
ments to purchase nonexpendabie personal property. This property must,
under OMB Circular A-110, be accounted for if the purchase price of an
item is $300 or more. The property management function of the recipient
institution involves considerable effort in maintenance of unit records on:
the item's description; serial number; source of purchase; acquisition
date; cost; location; condition; use; date this information was reported;
and ultimate disposition data including sales price, method used to de
termine fair market value, and other characteristics. In addition to creat
ing a record on each such item of property purchased for $300 or more, a
complete physical inventory must be taken at least biennially; a control
system must be established to prevent loss, damage or theft with full in
vestigation and documentation in the event of loss, damage or theft; and
adequate maintenance procedures must be established to keep the equip
ment in good condition. In short, higher education institutions pay a very
great additionai price (i.e., burden) when they agree to purchase even
rather modestly priced equipment with Federal money.

These provisions of OMB Circular A-11Oare, of course designed to assure
proper stewardship of property acquired at Government expense. The
question has been raised, however, as to Why the $300 level has been set.
An estimate by the National Association of College and University Busi
ness Officers indicates that if the accountability level were raised from
$300 to $1 ,000there would still be accountability under Circular A-110 for
about 84 percent of the dollars represented by this nonexpendable equip
ment category, but the number of items to be handled as described above
would drop 66 percent.

It should be noted that an item of equipment which costs less than $1,000
becomes the institution's property without reimbursement to the Govern
ment when there is no further use for it on Government projects. Circular
A-110 appears to be interested in controlling the item under $1,000 by ex
tensive recordkeeping, handling, reporting requirements only for the
duration of particular projects.

The Task Force recommends that the Financial Management Branch,
OMB, change its Circular A-110, Attachment N, Section 2.c. to
define"nonexpendable personal property" to include that which is
purchased for $1,000 or more, rather than the current $300 level. In this
way, a substantial amount of property management and record keeping
responsibility will be lifted from universities and colleges.

1~. Significant amendments to the filing requirements for exemptorgani
zations were enacted as part of the Tax Reform Act of 1969. At that time,
the Internal Revenue Service agreed to accept from a variety of exempt or
ganizations, including universities and colleges, their own substitutes for
the.detailed financial information required' in Form 990, Part II in iieu of a
completed Form 990. In 1975, IRS determined that it could no longer
accept substitutes for two reasons: (1) a significant lack of uniformity in
the way financial records were maintained and reported, and (2) the



development within IRS of criteria utilizing items from the Form 990 to be
applied by computers in the selection of returns for audit. For the past
eighteen months, the National Association of College and University Busi
ness Officers (NACUBO) and its counsel have met with the IRS in an
attempt to find an acceptable compromise. The institutions believe that
completion of Part II of Form 990 would require them to keep their finan
cial records in a way that often conflicts with recognized accounting
standards developed and approved for use by universities and colleges. As
a direct result of these negotiations, the Internal Revenue Service has
agreed to certain changes on the Form 990 for 1976 and will review in
structions for completing the 1975 and 1976 forms prepared by NACUBO
for dissemination to its membership.
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